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2.1.1

A Major Epi•temological Enterpri•e

Against this historical background we turn to a more detailed study of
the work of the Swi•s scienti•t/philosopher,
Although

Jean Piaget (1896-1980).

his name is known around the world his work has seldom

been

appreciated adequately, especially outside the French-speaking world.
Richard
ing,

F.

Kitchener has observed that most philosophers - includ-

it might be added, those with a special interest in epistemology

- "have dismissed his views as belonging to child psychology and

thus

of little significance to philosophy" (Kitchener,1980:377). Publishers
of

English

this view.
Piaget

translations of Piaget's works have sometimes

reinforced

A publisher's note to "Behaviour and Evolution"

describes

as "the father of the developmental psychology he called gene-

tic epistemology". It would be difficult to imagine a more fundamental
misconception
promoted

by

of Piaget's work.

That such a misconception

could

a respected publisher underlines the desirability

of

be
a

careful elucidation of Piaget's position and the reasons for its being
so widely misunderstood.
It

is true that Piaget had a strong interest in questions of devel-

opmental psychology and that the Centre international
gen~tique

that

he

established in Geneva has carried

d'Epistemologie
out

years, and continues to carry out, extens ive experimental
field .

However

t his

over

the

wo~k

in th i s

experiment al program is no t what Piaget

called

"genetic epistemology " .
Majoring in biology in his init ial university studies - he submi tted
a thesis on molluscs for his doctorate at the Un i versity of
- Piaget

early

NeuchAtel

developed a strong interest in epistemological

ques -

tions. This led h im to a study of phi losophy a s the tradi t ional disci-
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pline

for epistemological studies.

psychology
some

Later he turned to the

study

because he became convinced that it was necessary to

of
have

knowledge of psychology in order to develop a serious epistemol-

ogy (Piaget.1972:17).
In

further developing his epistemology he established a

program of experiments in the area commonly regarded as
psychology.
because
tial

not

because

he had turned away from

systematic

developmental

epistemology,

he regarded the data derived from such experiments as

for

the epistemology that he was developing.

This

but

essen-

program

of

experimental psychology for which Jean Piaget is most widely known was
always an adjunct, albeit a crucial one, of his epistemology.
As

Piaget (1970b:7) said himself:

"Strictly speaking.

I am not

a

psychologist, my work is epistemology and for this work I need psychology"

In

a similar vein,

insisted
than,

in an interview in

1968

that. he was an epistemologist rather than,

a psychologist.

(1968:49,54)

he

or at least more

More extended discussions of the fundamentally

epistemological character of his work appear in a number of his published works (e.g. 1970b:7-S8.118-148; 1972:8-108; 1979:5-10,77-123).
Neither is this merely Piaget's own assessment of his work.
ough and comprehe nsive examination of his work that is not
to

fit

determined

that work into preconceived categories can only lead

conclusion

that

A thor-

to

his genetic epistemology is precisely what the

the
name

implies, an ep i stemology. Anyone who understands the full scope of the
continuing work of the Centre he established in Geneva will know

that

it is concerned with the continuing development of that epistemology.
There are. it is true. practical difficult i es for the philosopher in
the
of

English-spea king world who wi shes t o make an adequate
Piaget's

explore

work.

time

to

carefully at first h a nd the c ontinuing work of the Centre

he

establi s hed

It

in Geneva.

is not always possible to take

assessme nt

the

His published works form an extensive
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corpus

much of which,
psychology"
the

at first appearance, appears to fit the "developmental

category end some of the most important works

epistemological

natur~

expounding

of his work have not been translated

from

the French original. Further, end perhaps most important, he generally
assumed in his writing,
epistemology
but

without attempting to defend, a conception of

that was commonplace in his own philo•ophical background

that is alien to the main tradition of

English-speaking

philos-

ophy.
Nevertheless,
not

there

always philosophers,

portance of his work.
Association

who have recognised the epistemological im-

It was recognised by the American Psychological

when it presented him with its

Contribution
that

have been those in the English-speaking world,

Award in 1969.

Distinguished

The citation for

Scientific

this award

specified

it was in recognition of his work in epistemology with the

con-

tribution to psychology referred to as almost "a by-product" (American
Psychological Association,l970:65).
Similarly

the

him its degree,

Catholic University of America in 1970 conferred
"Doctor of Humane Letters (Honoris Causa)",

pioneering work in scientific epistemology.
suggested

that philosophers,

in particular,

for

on
his

The accompanying citation
are indebted to him for

his work in epistemology (Piaget,1970a:i).
To
Even

see his work as "developmental psychology" is quite

misleading.

an attempt to extract developmental psychology from his work

by

isolating the psychological component - as has been done so often - is
a ri s ky ent erprise . I t risks miss i ng or dist ort i ng the significance of
t he

psyc hological

experiments

by removing them

from

their

p roper

context of epist emo logical problems.
In this case,
the
into

on the one hand,

the epistemological significance of

e x p er imental re s ults is either lost or dist o rted by fitting
a d ifferent epistemological framework.
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On th e other

hand,

them
the

developmental

psychology

that

is extracted is in

grave

danger

of

distortion. If it is based on the Piagetian experimental data alone it
will

be based on insufficient data for the purpose of a developmental

psychology since the research program that has produced this data
not

has

been designed to answer problems of developmental psychology.

It

has been designed to find answers to quite specific and limited

epis-

temological

field

needed
data

problems

which,

at best,

touch only part of the

for a complete developmental psychology.

And any use of

supplemented by other data for the purpose of a more

that

comprehen-

sive developmental psychology can avoid the risk of distortion only if
it

both

recognises and respects the epistemological

context

within

which the Piagetian data was developed.
In short,

while the experimental research program of Piaget's gene-

tic epistemology has produced data that is significant for developmental

psychology this is essentially a by-product of an epistemological

enterprise.
tial

To be of value to a developmental psychology it is essen-

that this data be understood within the context of the epistemo-

logical enterprise that has generated it.

2.1.2

"Epistemology" and "Epistemologie"

In describing Piaget's work as epistemology it is important to

notice

a significant difference between the connotation of "epistemologie" in
the

French speaking philosophical tradition and its etymological par-

allel "epistemology" in the English-speaking tradition. Whereas "epistemology" has a broad connotation virtually synonymous with theory

of

knowledge, "epistemologie" has specific reference to scientific knowledge.

It

is that branch of the theory of knowledge that is concerned

specifically with scientific knowledge,
with
It

bordering . on and

the philosophy of science (Lalande,l976:293;
is

8artholy,l978:12).

wider than philosophy of science since it is not
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overlapping

confined

to

problems internal to science per se,
emology"

yet it is narrower than

"epist-

since it is concerned with broader questions only in so

far

as they are significant for an understanding of scientific knowledge.
While Piaget was not always precise in his terminology, and certainly never considere d hims e lf bound by philosophical usage,

it i s clear

that,

he remained

in designating his work "epi•temologie genetique",

within customary philosophical usage.
during

The problems that concerned him

a lifetime of research were quite specifically problems of the

growth of scientific knowledge.
In

an

interview wi th L'Ex pr e s s in 1968 Piaget was

about his intention in describing his work as
to define

"~pist~mologie"

he replied :

essentially of scienti f ic knowledge.

quit e

explicit

"~p i st,mologie'' .

Asked

"It is the theory of knowledge;
It poses the problem of knowing

how science is possible, how knowledge is possible" (Piaget,l968:49).
In this respect,

as in other important respects, he followed in the

footsteps of his teacher,
scientific

knowing

Leon Brunschvicg.

He focussed attention on

because he regarded this as the highest level

cognitive development.

Scientific knowing is no d i fferent in kind

of
to

any other. It is simply knowing at its most developed level.
Kitchener

(1980 : 378)

therefore misses the point when

he

suggests

that Piaget held a non-standard view of epistemology. Piaget wrote and
thought

in

French and his description of his work with its

o r ientation to scient i fic knowledge as

"~pistemologie"

with standard usage in the French-s p eak i n g tradition .
matter of conveni ence ,
logy 11 ,

specific

was in

kee ping

Al though ,

as a

I shall r efer regu larl y to Piaget's "episterna-

the s ignificant diffe rence in connotation between the c ust o mary

ph ilosophica l

use

of this term and t he Fr enc h " ~pistimologie"

which

Piaget used should be k e pt i n mind.

2.1.3

Why "ge netique " ?

The q ua lif i cation " genetique " by whi ch he d is tinguished the

episterna-

logy

that

he was developing needs some clarification since it

seems to do little more than mystify,

often

if not positively mislead,

the

uninitiated.
To

understand the significance of the qualification "genetique"

is important,
logy

is

first of all,

to recognise that, for Piaget, epistemo-

concerned with the process by which knowledge

than with the products of knowledge.
the processes result in products,
cern

is

problem
growth

since

grows

rather

He did not deny, of course, that

but,

as an epistemologist his con-

with the processes of knowing.

important

it

The

plural

"processes"

Piagetian epistemology does not take as its

the growth of knowledge as a whole but the processes
of knowledge within the specific scientific

is

initial
of

the

disciplines.

Its

basic problem, then, is to identify the processes by which, within the
various disciplines,

the subject passes from an existing knowledge to
II

another judged to be superior once it is attained;
croissent les (et non pas la) connaissances?
science

Par quels processus une

passe-t-elle d'une connaissance determinee,

insuffisante,

a une autre connaissance determinee,

superieure

11

(Piaget,l970b:37-38;

comment s'ac-

See also

jugee apres coup
jugee apres

coup

Piaget,l970b:l20-121;

1972:43;1983:71).
A
the

second factor in understanding the qualification
key

"genetique"

is

role of "historico-critical" method in Piaget's approach

to

epistemology. In this respect, as in the focus on knowing
rather

than on knowledge as product,

as activity

Piaget followed closely in

the

footsteps of Brunschvicg.
As a young man Piaget,
questions,

in his search for answers to epistemological

turned to the study of philosophy and for a time seriously

considered philosophical study as a life career.
died

philosophy

To this end he

under Arnold Reymond at Neuchfttel
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and

later

stuunder

Andre Lalande and Leon 8runschvicg in Paris.
career,

For a time, early in his

he held the chair of philosophy at NeuchAtel. From Reymond he

gained a lasting respect for the historico-critical approach to
temology,

a

Brunschvicg.

respe ct

epis-

wh i ch was reinforced by his later studies

In later years Piaget wrote to Reymond,

with

on the occasion

of Reymond's 70th anniversary, that h e had continue d in the historicocritical direction of epistemological research that he had encountered
first

in

Reymond's work (" •••

je suis

rest~

dans

votre

ligne

(historico-critique>") (Piaget,l969:112; see also 1972:14,15,18,34).
In following the historico-critical path,

therefore,

Piaget took a

well-established and re s pected path in the French speaking philosophical

tradition.

Yet

he did not merely remain within the

traditional

limits of that path but attempted to push it forward across new

fron-

tiers.
The

historico-critical

method attempted to answer

epistemological

questions by a critical analysis of the historical unfolding of

know-

ledge. The history of science is taken, not merely as a factual reconstruction
laboratory

of the development of science,
of science" (Piaget,l983:70;

but as the "epistemological
cf.

Deschoux (1964:214)

on

Brunschvicg). History is subjected to a ''critical" analysis in a sense
analogous

to

that of the Kantian critique with the aim of

isolating

the deductive and experiental factors that have led to the development
of knowledge.
Attention
in

order t o reconstruct,

e xperi ences
but ,

is focuss e d on the knowing act i v i t y o f the human subjec ts
by a c ri tical analysis ,

the natu re of

(taking experience in a broad s ens e ) and the

especi all y

the deduc t ive o r i n te rpr etive systems

whi c h t hese experiences we r e c once p t ualised ,
lated key pr i nc iple s,

the

d educ t ion s,
a ccor ding

to

as these s u b j ects fo rmu-

ideas or theorie s in the developmen t o f sci ence

from the an c i e nt Gr e eks to the present time .
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This histor i cal analysis

is

not seen as a mere historical reconstruction but as a key tool for

the

elucidation of all the fundamental epistemological

relation to contemporary science.
historical

questions

in

In a critical reconstruction of the

unfolding of science we encounter all the basic

epistemo-

logical questions (Piaget,l967:16,107).
Piaget never lost his respect for the historico-critical method. One
of

his

ation

last published works
with

the

(Piaget & Garcia,1983) was a

physicist Rolando Garcia

historico-critical

analysis

that

brings

with the findings of

the

collabor-

together

an

psychogenetic

research that formed such a large part of his life's work.
However

he

early

developed the view that

the

historico-critical

method needs to be supplemented by psychogenetic research in order
establish a satisfactory scientific epistemology.
llels

historico-critical studies in that,

This research para-

as historico-critical stu-

dies analyse the historical unfolding of knowledge in order to
ciate

the

experiential

and deductive factors

successive stages of that unfolding,
the

psychogenetic

experiential

and

to

constitutive

dissoof

the

so psychogenetic studies analyse

unfolding of knowledge in order to dissociate
deductive factors constitutive

of

the

the

successive

stages of this unfolding.
They

complement historico-critical studies by tracing the processes

of the growth of knowledge back to the more primitive stages of development that are inaccessible to historico-criti c al study but that

are

essential to a full understanding of the universal cognitive processes
(Piaget,1936b:21-23).
simply

a

genetic

These

psychogenetic studies do not

psychology since the problems to

which

constitute
they

are

addressed relate not to the fu nc t i oning o f the indiv i dua l intell i gence
but to epistemological questions concerning the growth of knowledge as
a process common to all subjects.

The questions involved are, in this

sense, trans-subjective (Pi a get,l967:118-127; 1972:34 , 43).
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Psychogenetic studies and historico-critical analysis,
are

for

Piaget,

simply two compleme ntary varieties of the one genetic approach to

epistemology. Psychogenetic studies are an extension of the historicocriti c al

method,

the two together constituting a complete

approach to epistemological questions

(Piaget,l967:65;

"genetic"

1970b : 93,126-

128; 1972:106-107; 1979:8-9).
In adopting the term "g~n~tique'' as the distinguishing qualification
of his epistemology Piaget emphasised his conviction that cognition is
to be understood in terms of its genesis. The tools for this he saw as
historico-critical
studies
is

analysis extended and reinforced by

(Piaget,l979:7).

psychogenetic

This did not me an any b e lief that knowledge

to be understood in terms of an absolute genesis.

Knowledge is

a

continuing process of genesis elucidated by historical analysis but in
no sense historically determined.
Although,
Piaget

owing

to

its

previous neglect

epistemology,

not

historico-critical
of

Piaget,l979:7-8),

devoted a great deal of attention to psychogenetic studies

developing his epistemology,
an

(see

he never regarded these as

even

analysis.

when

added

to

the

in

constituting

more

traditional

These studies he regarded as the source

crucial data and experimental chec ks for an epistemology that

can

be achieved only by means of interdisciplinary collaboration involving
specialists from a range of scientific disciplines,

including

logic-

ians and mathematicians.
In

this interdisci plinary wo rk psychogenetic stud i e s and histori c o-

crit1.ca l

analys is

("fo rmal i santes" )
mean t

go hand in hand with
me thods

of a n a l ysi s.

" d i r ec t "

and

"forma lis ing"

By " d ir ec t" analysi s

t h e ident i fi ca tion of the condi t ions of kno wled ge by

a

Piage t
simple

r eflectio n o n advances i n scientif i c knowledge of wh ich we h ave direct
e x per ienc e.
c ond itions

By

of

" fo rmalising "

a nal y s i s h e meant a n a na lysis

the f o r mal isa t ion of knowledge and the
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links

of

the

be twee n

this formalisation and experiences.
epistemology
four

of

requires an interdisciplinary co-ordination in which all

these methods

studies,

direct

components
1973b:l0;

The development of a satisfactory

- historico-critical

analysis

and formal analysis

(Piaget,l967:64-65,128-131;

studies,
- are

psychogenetic
interdependent
1972:44-45;

1970b:166-167;

1979:8). Always the focus of attention is on the genesis of

knowledge in the subject.
Knowledge

for Piaget is neither the possession of facts

or

truths

that can be established or discovered once for all nor the ordering of
experience

according to fixed categories or structures.

Knowledge is

not

a state to be attained but a never-ending process or activity

the

human

subject

that is open at both ends.

It

has

no

of

absolute

beginning and attains no absolute end.
As

"genetic" epistemology Piagetian epistemology is concerned

knowledge as an ongoing genesis rather than with the genesis of
ledge.

The

with
know-

emphasis is on knowing as a process rather than knowledge

as a product.
epistemology

The genetic analysis that is so characteristic of

this

is not designed to trace knowledge back to some original

beginning, to a definitive genesis as the ultimate root and foundation
of

all knowledge,

but to trace the processes by which

continuously generated.
from

the

thought
merge

knowledge

is

If this includes tracing these processes back

most sophisticated forms in which they occur in
to their most primitive beginnings where cognitive

scientific
processes

with the biological this is not because these primitive

phases

of cognitive activity have any privileged place in epistemology. It is
because an adequate understanding of the nature of knowledge
the

most

comprehensive possible understanding of all

the

requires
processes

that constitute knowledge (Piaget,1970b:166-167; 1968:246-247; 1979:67; 1967:131).
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2.1.4 Knowledge as Open-ended Activity
For

Piaget

all

knowledge ia a continual becoming

and

consists

passing from a state of lesser knowledge to a more c omplete and
ca c ious

stat e .

epistemology

effi-

Given such a con ce ption of knowledge it follows

must consist in the most complete and a ccurate

in

that

possible

understanding of the processes of this becoming. The product - what is
known

- is wholly secondary.

subject,

an

What is crucial is the activity of

the

o pen-ended activity without either an ultimate end or an

absolute beginning. (Piaget,l967:127; 1968:267; 1977:306; 1979:8).
Yet it is not the subject as individual with which we are concerned.
Knowing

is

cha racterised

individual variations.
in all subjects.
ual

by

by a universal value that

It is not an ordered activ i ty that is the same

with another but the

knowledge are the same in all.

the

all

The development may be more advanced in one individ-

comparison

deliberately

transcends

processes

Piagetian research,

that

constitute

therefore,

sets aside all that is individual in order

to

cognitive processes common to all subjects that alone

quite

identify
constitute

knowledge. These common processes viewed as a whole Piaget called "the
epistemic

subject"

(le sujet epistemique) (Piaget

& Beth,l966:329;

Piaget,l972:149; 1981:188).
A
an

clear understanding of this Piagetian conception of knowledge
open

what

ended activity of the subject is essential in

is probably the most vexed - and vexing - question of

theor y

f or

phi losopher s,

Engl ish-speak ing
pa r t .

dealing

As

art ic le,

with

Piagetian
the

modern

tradition whe re formal logic h as played suc h a l arge

Apostcl
such

particularly tho s e trained in

as

a

h a s pointed out i n a

sympa t het i c ,

but

phi l o s ophe r ventur i ng t o e x plore the l ogic

criti ca l,
that

is

involved in Piagetian epistemology will find himself in strange territory

where " one astonishment will come after ano the r"

567-568) .
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(Apostel.l982:

While logic has a normative role in Piaget's epistemology, it is the
logical

activity

of

the subject that has the

primacy,

not

formal

logical

systems.

The logic that interests Piaget "proceeds from

the

general coordinations of the actions of the subject" (Piaget,l972:79).
Further,
of

this logic in its most primitive forms is wholly independent

language and symbolisation

systems

(Piaget,l983a:78-81).

Formal

logical

have epistemological interest only as formalisation& of

activity.

that

To begin with formal logical systems is, in terms of Piage-

tian

theory,

to begin at the wrong end.

As Apostel puts it,

"was

looking for 'the natural logic'" (Apostel,l982:661).

Piaget

Given

conception of knowledge it is only such a logic that can be

his

epistemo-

logically significant.

2.1.5 Knowledge as a Progressive Spiral
It

has been observed already that Piagetian epistemology is concerned

specifically with the growth of scientific knowledge. The way in which
Piaget

wrote at times could lead to the conclusion that he

restricted
that

he

not

only

his epistemology to questions of scientific knowledge
also regarded knowledge itself as restricted

to

but

scientific

knowledge.
He

argues,

have

for example,

that anything of value that

philosophers

ever contributed to the understanding of knowledge has been

result

of

their reflections on science and

(Piaget,l972:67-7S,lS9,160).
1966,

Again,

he argued that knowledge,

verification

such

scientific

the

developments

in a debate with philosophers in

properly speaking, is dependent on a

as results from the scientific

attitude

(Piaget,

1966:62). The way in which he spoke about cognitive meani ng and scientific meaning (Piaget,l972:58-61), science and knowledge (Piaget,l968:
49)

as

though they are interchangeable lends further weight

to

the

conclusion that he equated knowledge with science.
Yet

a

more careful examination of his position shows that
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such

a

conclusion,

though

not

without substance,

is too simple.

respect my own earlier discussion (1982:7-12,42,43) needs
A

In

sharpen i ng.

more precise formulation of the Piagelian position is that

represents the leading edge of a progressive spiral;
in

highes t

its

this

it is

s cie n ce
knowled ge

and most elaborated form that is c ontinuou s

in

its

basic charac ter with a sub-stratum of pre-sci e ntifi c knowledge.
This

spiralling

orated
the

process leads to ever ri c her and more fully

knowledge as the content elaborated by the existent

subject's

thought

elab-

forms

generates new and richer forms leading

still better elaboration of content,

and so on indefinitely.

to

of
a

It is a

spiral with neither end nor absolute beginning (Piaget,l977:306).
There
loped

is only one kind of knowl edge existing in more or less
forms.

practical

The cognitive processes of pre-scientific

deve-

thought

and

intelligence are identical in kind with those of scientific

thought but less developed and hence less authoritative. Science is an
extension
new

of more primitive forms of knowledge but incorporating

requirements not found in these more primitive

forms:

two

"internal

coherence (of the total system) and experimental verification (for the
non-deductive sciences)" (Piaget & Garcia,l983:38-39).
"There

is

a

continuity

between

pre-scientific

and

scientific

thought, so far as the mechanisms at play in the cognitive process are
the same;
ture'

and, on the other hand ••• there is a certain kind of 'rup-

each time the transition is made from one state of knowledge to

another,

within

Garcia,l983:282).

science
In

as mu ch as

in

psychogenesis"

(Piaget,

&

the spiralling development of knowledge science

both surpasses the pre-scientific and continually surpasses itself .
While
science

Piagetian theory,
it

the refore ,

d oes not restric t knowledge to

does quite d ecisive ly regard all non-sc ientific forms

knowledge as a primitive s ub-stratum on whi ch r es ts scientific
edge as knowl edge in its most h igh ly developed form.

l 0.

of

k n o wl -

Kitchener

has

noted,

correctly,

the convergence with

Popper

in

Piaget's interest in the growth of science as the focus of his epistemology (Kitchener,1980:378).
sharp

divergence

between

However, we should not lose sight of the
them that emerges as soon

as

we

explore

further the relation between science and the knowing subject.
In Popper's scheme the objectivity of scientific knowledge is achieved by distinguishing objective (scientific) knowledge, that exists as
autonomous

knowledge

independent of the subject,

activity of the subject (Popper,

from

the

knowing

1979:77,148-150; 1983:94-97). Though

it is a product of human subjects objective (scientific) knowledge

is

not that which is known by any subject (Popper,1983:95).
In contrast,
activity
per's

Piaget maintains that knowledge is always and only the

of subjects.

World

There is no place in Piaget's scheme for

3 of objective knowledge existing independently

of

Popall

actions of subjects.
Scientific knowledge is the most highly refined and fully elaborated
form

of cognitive activity of the subject the objectivity and author-

ity of which are secured by the incorporation within this activity
the

dual requirements of internal logical coherence and

verification

(Piaget,l970b:116-117;

1972:153-154;

of

experimental

Piaget & Garcia,

1983:39). There is and can be no knowledge detached from the subject.
In his view of scientific knowledge as a higher level development of
more primitive forms of cognitive activity Piaget appears to be closer
to Polanyi than to Popper.
Piaget,
moment

The connections, and disjunctions, between

Popper and Polanyi will be examined in detail later.
it

knowledge

is important to note that for

Piaget

any

For the

non-scientific

can only be a more primitive and less developed activity of

the same kind as scientific knowledge.
This has important implications for his historico-critical
and

psychogenetic studies.

analysis

Scientific knowledge in its current state
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of

development functions as the epistemological paradigm so that

the

historical and psychogenetic research is directed to understanding the
development of patterns of activity of the same kind as those taken to
be characteristic of science. In other words, the research proceeds in
the

opposite direction to the presumed course of

ment.
on

cognitive

develop-

The formulation of problems for research proceeds by reflection

what

is taken to be the most highly developed form of

the knowledge of the sciences,

knowledge,

especially the physical and

deductive

sciences.
Very suggestive of the way in which this research,
tion

of

its problems,

in the

formula-

moves from scientific knowledge back to

more

primitive forms , is the title of an article by the Piagetian - or neoPiagetian - researcher, Bruno Vitale: "From Dynamics in Physics to the
representation of Motion in children" - the title given by the
in

his

English abstract of the article (Vitale,

starting
analyse

point
the

1984).

in concepts of physical science Vitale

genesis

of

these concepts in the

child

author

Taking
sets

out

quoting

(Vitale,1984:165) with approval to the effect that we can only
stand

("L'anatomie

de

l'homme est la clef

de

to
Marx

under-

earlier stages of historical development in the light of

development

his

later

l'anatomie

du

singe").

2.1.6 Scientific Epistemology and the Piagetian Vision
Piaget describes his frustration with the philosopher I.
the

l a t ter

1972 :27-28).
ication
wor k

Benrubi when

pe r sist e d in c las sif yi n g P i age t a s a pos itiv ist
The

fru s t r at i on is understand abl e since such a classi f -

suggests either a t oo su perficial a cq ua i ntanc e wi th

or

a

( Piage t ,

loose use of the t erm "po si t i v is t".

Ye t in

one

Piage t 's
respe c t

Piaget's position provides some mitigation for such a mistake.
Hi s

concept i on o f t he nature of s c ienc e and o f the relation b e twe en

s c ientific

knowl edge

and empirical reality decisively distanc e d
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him

from
in

positivism.

Yet he shared with the positivist tradition a faith

scientific activity as the key to universally

subjective truth (Piaget,l974:296).

compelling,

inter-

One of his repeated criticisms of

positivism, in this respect, was that it unduly restricts the field of
problems to which scientific methods can be applied successfully.
With this vision before him he set out to establish genetic epistemology

as

a scientific epistemology separated

from

philosophy.

other sciences had once been dealt with within philosophy but,

As

in the

course of historical development had one by one become established

as

autonomous sciences, so he argued that the time had come for epistemology to be established as an autonomous scientific discipline. By this
means

he

expected to develop an epistemology that would

compel

the

universal assent of all rational minds.
Philosophy,
vides

in his view,

can pose problems and,

in doing so, pro-

a valuable service to the growth of knowledge but it can

never

resolve the problems. (The comparison with Popper in this respect will
be discussed shortly.) Only science, with its instruments of verification, can resolve problems (Piaget,l972:305-307). Hence the resolution
of

epistemological problems can be achieved only by dealing with them

in

a rigorously scientific manner.

mological
this

questions,

way,

Piaget,

confident

like any other question,

that

episte-

could be resolved

in

saw his genetic epistemology as a pioneering endeavour

in

just such a scientific epistemology.
As

an

genetic
Piagetian

attempt

at developing a

epistemology
conception

can

scientific

epistemology

Piaget's

be understood only in the context

of science.

In the

Piagetian

of

the

conception

the

rigorous delimitation of problems is fundamental to science.

Scienti-

fic activity begins by setting aside all those larger and more general
questions

on

which

the human mind naturally reflects

in

order

to

delimit a problem such that an agreement of minds can be achieved with
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regard to this one problem.
limited
they

Scientists who work together on this one,

problem may well disagree about a host of other questions but

agree

at least in the identification of this

problem

(Piaget,

1970:39-41; 1970b:l6).
Employing agr eed methods of verifi c ation,
tal,

deductive and

experimen-

scientists develop answers to these delimited problems,

answers

that have the status of assured truth. However, as yet all we have are
answers

to isolated problems.

The co-ordination of these answers

as

coherent knowledge is a matter for interdisciplinary scientific activity.
While

it is possible,

even essential,

to assign the resolution of

the delimited problems to specialists in the various disciplines,

and

even

are

sub-disciplines,

on

the larger field of

knowledge

these

interrelated and interdependent. The establishment of these interrelations

and the coordination of knowledge that is dependent on them

is

not a matter for some science of the whole. Involving questions internal

to

the sciences in their differentiated specialisations the

de-

sired coordination can be achieved only by the interaction of scientifie specialists.
A scientific epistemology, then, must proceed in the same way as any
other

scientific activity.

time being,

It must begin by setting aside,

for

the

those large scale questions about the nature of knowledge

and of cognitive activity as a whole that have preoccupied philosophical epistemology through the centuries.
d elimi t e d

problems

for

Instead it selects

re solution by careful

scientific

carefully
resea rc h.

Since the c h ief too ls for the resolu t ion of t hese problems are psycho genetic exper imental research and log i cal / ma the matic al
is

psychologists,

deduc tion ,

it

logicians and mathematicians who mus t play the key

role at thi s level of the deve lopment of a scientific epistemology .
But this is only,

as it stands,
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the gathering of data. As a theory

of

the cognitive processes that are internal to scientific

knowledge

in all its branches, a scientific epistemology can result only from an
interdisciplinary
plines.

The

co-ordination that embraces a wide range of

notion

of interdisciplinary activity as

the

disci-

means

of

cognitive co-ordination is basic to Piaget's view of science and hence
to his scientific epistemology (Piaget,1966:75; 1972:44; 1970:101-103;
1970b:15).
In

establishing the Centre international d'Epistemologie

in Geneva,

therefore,

genetic research,

genetique

Piaget was not setting up a centre for psycho-

though such research has been and remains an impor-

tant component of the activities of the Centre. He was establishing an
interdisciplinary centre for the development of a scientific epistemology.

Significantly

Henriques,
ary

of

Gil

is not a psychologist but a mathematician. Interdisciplin-

co-ordination

range

the current Director of that Centre (1985),

involving the participation of scientists

from

a

as

a

disciplines remains central to the Centre's activity

centre for the development of a scientific epistemology in the

Piage-

tian tradition.
There is,
notion

of course,

of

science

subsequently
that,

in

a strong flavor of Comtean positivism in this

as the solution of delimited

problems

that

are

co-ordinated in a comprehensive scientific understanding

principal,

can provide answers to all the issues of

human

life (Piaget,l972:59). Nevertheless it is a flavour in an epistemology
that, in its basic character, is far from positivist.
Piaget certainly saw himself, correctly in my judgment, as closer to
Kant
rent,
phy.

than to Comte (Piaget,1972:28).
among other ways,

The Kantian influence is

appa-

in the relation between science and philoso-

Like Kant, while Piaget wished to make science the supreme arbi-

ter of cognitive values,
scientific

values.

he had no wish to reduce all human values to

There is far more to life than can be yielded
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by

scientific

In relation to this large realm of human

knowing.

values

beyond knowledge philosophy has its place, a place essential for every
thinking man (Piaget,l972:57-63; 1966:62; 1970:26).
It

is tempting to sec a convergence between Piaget and Po pper in

shared

a

view that there is no sharp line separating science and philo-

sophy

(Kitchener,l980:379).

A

closer examination shows rather

that

there is, in fact, a fundamental divergence at this point.
For

Popper there is no sharp dividing line between

philosophy

and

science because it is impossible to assign a problem definitively to a
specific
tions

discipline.

of

Problems are liable to cut across all

disciplines including the distinction between

philosophy

distinc-

science

and their solution may as well be a matter for

and

philosophy

as for science. Furthermore, there is no specific philosophical method
or set of methods for solving problems;

"··· any method is legitimate

if it leads to results capable of being rationally discussed" (Popper,
1972:66-74).
All

this

crucial

of

insists

denies.

The methods used to solve

contributing

to the solution of

problems.

are

will

because it does not use these methods philosophy is
Whereas

do.

incapPopper

that science generates problems to which philosophy can

vide answers,

pro-

Piaget insists that philosophy's chief value is that it

generates problems that only science can answer.
solve problems (Piaget,l970c:l6-17).
to

problems

and only the methods characteristic of science and

Precisely
able

Piaget

Philosophy does

not

If philosophers have contribut e d

t he g r o wth of knowledge by fur nishing answer s t o p r ob l e ms t h is ha s

not

been d ue to the ir phil os ophical a c t i v i ty but on l y t o the i r

p rac-

tice o f s cience side b y s ide wit h philosophy ( P iage t,l97 2 : 63- 6 7).
In s hort,
line

Pi age t,

s e parating

tinctive

me thods

in d i r ect cont r a s t t o Popper insis t s o n a

s c ienc e

a nd philoso phy charac teris e d

of scienc e.

by

s harp

the

Piaget is in agreement with Poppe r
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d isin

regarding

the distinction of disciplines within sciences

as

artifi-

cial, a mere matter of convention (Piaget,l969a:79,80; Popper,l972:6668).

But

he maintains a fundamental distinction between science

and

philosophy. As regards problems, it is true, there is no sharp separation

since any problem of philosophy may become a problem of

once the appropriate methods adapted to it are developed.
not

a

matter

science

and

of the lack of a clear boundary.
philosophy is fluid,

not blurred

The
or

science

But this is

border

between

overlapping.

borders of science constantly expand and as they expand science
over

problems

that were previously problems of

philosophy

The
takes

(Piaget,

1972:43,44; 1970:89-91).

2.1.7 The Need for a Systematic Review
The

evaluative analysis of Piagetian

relating

epistemology,

particularly

in

it to philosophical discourse in the English-speaking tradi-

tion, requires great care to avoid the distortion that can result from
hasty

conclusions based on a too superficial acquaintance.

reason,

before

important
contours
special

For

that

proceeding further with an evaluative analysis it

is

to review more carefully and systematically the fundamental
of the Piagetian epistemology as expounded by

Piaget,

attention to works published - either as a first

with

publication

or in a new edition - from 1966 onwards.
This

period is chosen for special attention,

cause the works published during this period,

on the one hand,
including new

be-

editions

of important earlier works, deal with all the main features of Piagetian

epistemology.

On the other hand,

while the main contours of his

thought were fixed at an early date Piaget was continually developing,
refining

and modifying his ideas so that a concentration on the

recent

publications enables us to view his epistemology in

mature

development,

while

still gaining a clear view of

contours it had from the beginning.
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In short,

its
the

more
most
basic

the works published in

this

period give a substantially complete vi e w of Piagetian e p istemo-

logy in the most develope d form achieved in Piaget 's lifetime .

At the

same time th e numbe r of wo rks requiring detail e d study remain s

within

manag e able proportions.
The

quali f i c ation

"a s ex po und e d by Piaget" i s of

some

impor t an c e

since int e ra c tion with pe rsonnel at the Centre int e rnational d'Epistemologie

genetique in Geneva in 1984-5 suggests that it may be

priate

to

modifies

speak

of the development of a neo-Piagetian

Piaget's

position in important respects in

appro-

theory

the

that

continuing

development of gene tic epistemology.

2.1.8 Questions of Terminology
There

is a certain looseness,

fluidity,
us

that

or to put it more charitably a certain

about Piaget's use of terminology.
during

the final stages of writing the

authored

with Piaget (Piaget & Garcia,

last

which Piaget worked,

on

Garcia (1983:10) tells

1983),

book

he

co-

which was one of

the

some a t tempt was ma de

that

to

standardise

terminology. Even then Garcia leaves the impression that it was he who
took the initiative and secured Piaget's agreement to the standardisaPiaget himself never see ms to have shown any great interest in

tion.

a precise systematising of his terminology.
In

the

attempt

following

discussion of his epistemology I

wil l

fl ui d i ty

I b e li e ve that

a distinctively Pi age t ian " flav o ur''

wi t h o ut serious l oss of
i ss ue

to

no
than

p rese rving

of terminol ogy charac t eristic o f Pi a get ' s own

preserve

An o ther

made

at any greater degree of standardisation of terminology

emerge s f r om the Piagetian corpus itself.
the

have

t he

writings
analysis

cla r ~ ty .

of term inology arises from the dive rsity in

Englis h

transl a t i ons wi t h r egar d t o a n umbe r of k ey te r ms of Piage ti a n epi stemo logy .

Where transla t ors h ave gener al ly con c ur red in u s i ng a s i n g l e
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term in English I have followed this convention.
translators

have used differing terms I have chosen what seems to

to be the most felicitous term in each case.
a

In those cases where
me

For those interested in

comparison of the English terms used by different translators

Vuyk

(1981) provides a useful appendix listing the main terms.

2.2 CONSTRUCTIVISM AND STRUCTURALISM
The

notion of structure is clearly important to Piagetian

?gy.

epistemol-

This raises the question of the relation between genetic episte-

mology and structuralism. Is it a structuralist epistemology?
Gardner

(1981:xiii,498) regards Piaget as one of the "architects of

structuralism"
Piaget

suggesting

that Piaget encouraged him in

(1969a:77) said of himself and his colleagues at

"we have been employing structuralism for thirty years".

this

view.

Geneva

that

In the deve-

lopment of an epistemology of the human sciences he says (1970:9) that
he

was "constantly inspired by a certain structuralism" common to the

human sciences and the "exact and natural" sciences.
Yet

it

would

be simplistic and misleading

to

classify

Piaget's

genetic epistemology as "structuralist" without further qualification.
There is affinity but not identity.
broad

Structuralism,

of course,

movement within which there is room for considerable

rather than a "school" showing systematic coherence.

is

a

diversity

Nevertheless the

role that structures and structuralist method play in Piaget's epistemology

places that epistemology outside,

movement.
parallel

Although

though in affinity with the

there are features of genetic

epistemology

structuralism the role of these "structuralist" features

that
is

subordinate, not definitive.
To put in perspective Pi a g e t's own assertion that he employed structuralism

we need to remember that he was speaking of structuralism as

a method that,

like all other methods, has limited application. It is

useful only as it takes its place as one method among others.
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,Ne ither

the method of structuralism nor any other method has priority. Science
proceeds neither by the use of one privileged method nor by the use of
a

specified set of methods but only as the scientist develops methods

suited to the problem at hand (Piaget,l970:42). The method of •tructuralism is not a universally valid method but one, like others. that is
useful

in

nature

of the problem to be addressed.

trine

particular instances where it is •uited

to

the

•pecific

As soon as it becomes a

or a philosophy or the one preferred method that

doc-

supplants

or

subordinates to itself other methods it loses its value (Piaget,l969a:
78,85; 1983a:ll8,123).
A structuralist, of course, may be equally insistent that structuralism
207).

is

not a philosophy or a doctrine but a

method

(Benoist,l975:

However it makes no sense to classify an epistemology as struc-

tualist unless the structuralist method has a privileged place in
It

decidedly

does not occupy such a place in the

Piagetian

it.

episte-

mology. It is simply one method among others.
Indeed.

there

privileged

place

is

no method or group of methods that can occupy

in Piagetian epistemology.

It

is

fundamental

a
to

Piaget's position that epistemology is not reducible to a methodology.
His
that,

most
by

fundamental criticism of the work of Popper and Lakatos

is

reducing epistemology to methodology,

to

address the real

epistemo~ogical

they have failed

problem (Piaget,l983:293).

It is true that Piaget regarded the advance of scientific

knowledge

as d ependent on the developme nt of scientific methods f or d ea l i ng wi t h
problems (Piaget,l966:53;
howeve r.

is

the

problems

concerned.

1970: 18-19,89-91; 1972:21-22,307 ). The key,

deve lopme nt o f methods that are appropriate to
There are basic charac t eristic s of a

method but no such thing as ''the scientific method".
the

universal key to knowledge.

develo pmen t

of

scientific

No one method

The growth of science

requires

methods suited (adaptes) to each problem or group

11 1

the

i~

the
of

problems (Piaget,l970:42).
In this respect Piaget•s position closely parallels that
by

Spykman

methods
there

(1985:77):

appropriate

"It

belongs to each

discipline

to its own unique field of

is no single scientific method.

as the various disciplines ••• ••.

enunciated
to

develop

investigation.

For

Methods are as differentiated

A difference is that Piaget connects

the differentiation of methods to a differentiation of problems rather
than to disciplines per se.
Following
ation

Brunschvicg,

of

the

Piaget rejects both the Kantian

governing principle of knowledge with a

priori conceptual structure of thought and the Comtean
of

the

knowledge

gaining

universal

Both conceptual - and logical

is organised and the methods that

knowledge

are

a

identification

governing principle with a universal a priori method of

ceasing empirical data.
which

identific-

pro-

structures in

are

employed

the products of the knowing activity

of

in
the

subject governed by an innate dynamic structuring principle.
It
any

is the knowing subject and not the method of
other method,

structuralism,

that is definitive in the Piagetian

or

epistemology.

The structuralist method is no more than one of the several methodological

tools

that epistemology employs.

"structuralism"

The Piagetian employment

of

must be understood in this context of the primacy

of

the knowing subject.
Cognitive structures in the subject are essential to

cognition.

"A

well developed structure within the subject is needed in order to take
in

the

data

which is outside." At no level is knowing a

"passively

registering what is going on around

Always

is

it

structure,

"the

a

us"

matter of reading data within the

matter

(Piaget,l971:4).
framework

system of connections that the subject can and

of

a

must

use" in order to know anything (Piaget,l97lb:l3; see also 1970:55).
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of

Piage t criticised structuralists for their evasiveness wi th
to

the ontology of structures (Piaget,l969:79).

this problem,

on th e other hand,

regard

His own treatment of

is not the most lucid. In the final

count, however, it seems clear that he identified cog nitive struc ture s
with

the struc tured and structuring a c tivity of the knowing

The

cognitive act i vity of the subject is a struc tured

subjec t.

activity

that

structures the subject's experience (Piaget,1969a:79-81; 1970:266-268;
1974:74).
Cognitive structures are not independent entities but characteristic
products

of th e subjec t's cognitive activity.

eternal

existence

innate

conceptual

structured
the

The y have neither

the

outside the subject of the Platoni c Ideas nor

the

status of the Kantian

the

categories.

The y

are

ways in which the knowing subject acts in interaction with

environment

structuring its own thought at the same time

as

it

structures its view of reality.
Piaget

specifies three characteristics distinctive of

a

cognitive

structure. (1) A structure is a whole (totalite) that is more than the
sum

of

its elements;

laws of its elements.
governed

by

the laws of the whole being distinct from
(2) A structure is a system of

laws of transformation;

the

transformations

it is never static

but

always

trans f ormational. (3) A structure i s self-regulating. It r e mains within

its

own frontiers in its

constructions
th i n g

transformational

constructions;

neither lead beyond the system nor make appeal to

outside the syst em (Piage t,19 6 9 a :73-75;

1970 : 10;

these
any-

1970c :2 2 -23;

1 983a:5 - 16) .
On

t he one h and ,

as a close d self-regulating ,

structu re h a s a n i n trinsic ne cessi ty.

lawful

On t he other hand ,

s y stem

the

as a system

of tran sfo rmations the struc ture is a n instrume n t of cons truction that
c ontinually

opens u p n e w reali t ies ;

st ruc turi n g

and

" the s t ructure i s simultaneous l y

s tru cture d " (l a s t r uc tur e est struc t ura n t e
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en

meme

temps que structuree, Piaget,l969a:74; 1973:9).
The cognitive structure is neither an image of a structured

reality

external to the subject nor a mere mental construct. It does more than
provide the subject with a structured view of reality. Every structure
is generative of further structures. It is a structured instrument for
structuring

reality that generates new and more effective

structures

in its interaction with reality.
The

subject is not programmed with predetermined structures in this

structuring

activity.

The structures are in no sense innate but

constructed in and through the subject's activity in interaction
reality.

The

are
with

subject is a centre of structuring activity governed by

an innate dynamic structuring principle. not one containing ready-made
structures (Piaget,1970:267-268; discussed at length in Piaget,1975).
While structures are important to Piagetian epistemology. therefore.
it is not the structures but the structuring subject with its

dynamic

governing principle that is definitive. Structures are the products of
the subject's structuring activity. To know what the structures are is
of

little epistemological importance.

The central question

does the subject construct the structures?;
present factors in cognitive development •••
a structural.

II

is:

How

the only truly omniare of a functional. not

nature" (Piaget & Garcia,l983:292). The key question is

how the subject functions in constructing the structures of

knowledge

and not what are the structures .
In
tian

spite of the affinity with structuralism it is clear that Piageepistemology

is more accurately described

as

"constructivist"

than as "structuralist".

2.3 COGNITIVE ABSTRACTION
The

Piagetian

s truc tures ne i ther r epli c a te in thought

eternal

order of reality nor organise in thought data

sensory

experience.

a

registered

Nor are they Kantian-type conceptual
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universal.
in

structures

fo~ o~ganising

phenomena.

The structures, without which knowledge is impossible, go beyond the
phenomena.

Not

to be confused either with the observable or with the

"event" experienced by the subject,

"

are.
called
75).

in

a

they underly the phenomena.

sense analogous to what the classical

the essence in contrast to the

phenomena."

They

philosophies

(Piaget,l969a:74-

To know is always to know more than phenomena; it is to know the

structures that underly the phenomena.
In

speaking

of an analogy with the essences of classical

philoso-

phies Piaget was certai.nly not suggesting any identity between
tian

structures

Aristotelian
essentialism.

and Aristotelian essences.

essentialism or,

He has not

for that matter,

Piage-

reverted

to

to any other kind of

His structures are analogous to the Aristotelian essen-

ces in the sense,

and only in the sense,

that they are neither given

in nor derived from the phenomena and phenomenal relations but have an
existence

underlying the phenomena by means of which

the

phenomenal

world is understood.
It

is evident that Piagetian epistemology is not empiricist;
in Piaget's view,

ledge,

processing
together

can never be reduced to the registering and

of sensory data.

And the rejection of

innate

categories

with the insistence that knowledge goes beyond the phenomena

clealy distinguishes it from Kantian epistemology.
he

know-

On the other hand,

appears to have inherited from Brunschvicg a type of

intellectua-

l i s m i n whi c h knowledge is experience stru c t ured by an a c t ive ly struc tu~ing

in te llec t.

On s uch a view of Piaget ,
final

c ount ,

unilaterally
The
alist

Les q uins ( 1981:20) concludes that , in the

kno wl e dge in the Piage tian epis t e mology

is

d etermi ned

by the internal development of the subject's

intellect.

polari sati on of modern rationalist epistemologies around a

me nt-

intellectualism and empiricism makes this an easy miscon ception
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to fall into given the unmistakeable indications that, whatever it is,
Piagetian epistemology is not an empiricist epistemology. However, the
more

closely we examine Piagetian epistemology the more difficult

becomes

to sustain a view that categorises it in terms of an

it

empiri-

cism/mentalist intellectualism polarity.
First there is the question:

How are the cognitive structures

ac-

quired?

They are given neither in the subject nor in the objects. The

subject

does

within
out

not approach the objects possessing

innate

structures

which to read the objects but neither are the structures

of the objects and their relations.

tions of the subject.
sition

is

Yet neither are they

read
inven-

Piaget's answer to the question of their acqui-

that they are constructed by the subject in a

process

of

abstraction in an interaction of subject and object.
"All new knowledge supposes an abstraction,

since,

in spite of the

component of reorganisation that it calls for, it never constitutes an
absolute

beginning but draws its elements from some previous reality"

(Piaget,l974:81).
While

sensory perception is essential for knowledge it can never in

itself constitute even the most elementary form of knowledge or supply
basic cognitive data. Sensory perception only provides us with signals
of reality as undifferentiated composites. "When I perceive a house, I
do not see first the colour of a tile,
and · finally the house!
'gestalt'
ception
acting

the size of a

chimney,

I perceive from the beginning the house as

and go on subsequently to analyse it in detail".
yields

on

it.

knowledge only as it is t r anformed by
"One •••

etc.,

This per-

the

only knows an object in acting

a

subjec t's
on

it

and

transforming it 11 (Piaget , l970b:83-8S).
As passive r eci p ients of s e n s ory percept i on we would know nothing at
all; we would not even have the most elementary cognitive data. All we
would

have would be uninterpreted signals.
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We would be like

someone

re c eiving coded radio signals without the key to the code.

I t 1 s only

as the subjec t acts on the signals of sensory pe rception that they can
be r e ad as knowledge. By the subjec t's activity the signals ar e transfo r me d int o cogn i tive data.
Fundamental to this tran s formational activity is a double proces s of
abstraction.

Two

kinds of abstraction are distinguished a cco r di n g to

the source from which the abstraction is made.
tion"

-which

1970c: 17;

1974:81)

p r operties
aspec ts

Piaget earlier called
-

In "empirical abstrac-

"simple ·abstraction"

the source is exogenous;

the subject abstracts

from the observed objects and from the

of the subject's own action.

(Piaget,

observed

material

In either case the sour c e

which the subject abstracts is external to the subject's thought.
subject

abstracts

from

observables

(Piaget,l970c:l6-19;

from
The

1970b:8 5 ;

1977:5-7,305-323; 1974:81).
As an example of this kind of abstraction Piaget cites the case of a
person
the

who,

through the action of hefting a solid object,

property "weight" while ignoring,

for the present

abstracts

purpose,

the

other properties of the object. "Weight", in other words, is a property

of solid objects that exists only in solidarity with the object of

which

it is a property.

It is known only through the action

of

the

subject that enables the subject to abstract it from the tot a l complex
of the object's properties.
While
sensory
the

this empirical abstraction abstracts from the observables

of

perception

as

observable s a re a ssi mil a ted t o scheme s or s truct ure s of the

jec t ' s a c t ions .
the

the subje ct can pe rform this abstrac tion onl y

subject

l e ve l;
objec ts
sub j ect ,

There is n o pa ssive regist r ati o n o f cognit ive data by

through s ensory p e rception e v en at the

" only reality (le ree l) i n itself,
and

e vent s known a nd unk nown ,

t hough

sub-

becoming

most

that is to say composed of

exis ts i n dependent ly

knowa ble e xclu s ivel y on the

11 7

elementary

of

c o n dit ion

the
of

being assimilated,
properties
cognition
subject

of
of

hence interpreted by him"

objects,
them,

(Piaget,l981:182).

which exist independently of

the

The

subject's

can be abstracted from the objects only

as

reads the sensory signals in terms of an interpretive

the

frame-

work of the subject's thought.
This structured cognitive activity of the subject's thought provides
the endogenous source for the second kind of abstraction, which Piaget
called

"reflective

abstracts

abstraction"

(abstraction

elements from the subject's own cognitive· activity.

called reflective for two complementary reasons.
flective
ture

reflechissante)

Firstly,

that
It

it is

is
re-

in the sense that what is abstracted from a scheme or struc-

of cognitive activity is transposed to or reflected in a

level cognitive structure.

This transfer or projection of

higher

abstracted

elements of cognitive activity from one level to another Piaget designated

"reflechissement".

Secondly,

the

abstracted elements of

level

projected onto a higher level are reconstructed to form a

one
new,

higher level cognitive structure. The process of cognitive reorganisation

of

the abstracted elements he designated

"reflexion"

(Piaget,

1970a:l7-18; 1977:6-7; 1974:82).
It is important to note carefully that this reconstruction of cognitive

structures by reflexion is not necessarily a conscious

It can be and commonly is an unconscious mental activity.

process.

Even

when,

at higher levels of cognition, reflection is the work of thought it is
to

be distinguished carefully from the conscious thought in which

reflect
(i.e.

on this cognitive activity in a
making

(Piaget,l977:6;
to

retroactive

"thematisation"

the cognitive structures objects of conscious
1971b:l2-13).

we

thought)

This distinction is vital when we come

consider the relation between cognitive structures and

formalised

systems.
Reflective abstraction is the process by which cognitive
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structures

develop.

At

the

most elementary level the human subject has only

a

few, very general sensory-motor schemes - sucking, looking, listening,
touching.
even

These do not constitute an elementary innate knowledge, not

as inc ipient knowledge.

terns

They are nothing but co-ordinated

of sensory-motor activity that provide the subject with

tive tools for reading sensory data.
of

patprimi-

It is the co-ordinated character

the activity that is important for cognition;

the ability to

ordinate actions is the indispensable innate basis of cognition

co(Pia-

get,l970c:l8).
In

the co-ordination of his own activities the subject possesses

framework for organising sensory experience.
of experience do we know.
inadequate

for

constructs

a

abstracting
them

in

Only by this

organi sing

As the existing organising framework proves

the assimilation of all the experiences
new

a

framework or structure by

the

reflective

elements from the existing framework

and

subject

abstraction

reconstructing

a new higher level structure - ''higher level" because it

is

more adequate for the assimilation of experiences.
So,

for

example,

notions

of empirical order are founded

in

simple co-ordination of sensory-motor actions in the subject's
vations,

e.g.

observe

order

river

bank.

experience

the

eye

or body movements (deplacements)

the

obser-

needed

in a group of objects such as a series of trees

on

to
a

Increased co-ordination of actions leads to an increased
of order in observations

(Piaget,l970c:28-30;

1970d:704-

706; 197la:3-5; 1977:309).
At

this

level the human subject is continuous

with

other

animal

s ubject s. The human subject is distinguis hed fr om other animals by the
semiotic

actions

in

Basic

to

Piagetian epistemology is the contention that concepts are founded

in

thoughts,

actions

func ti o n
first

that enables t he human to interiorise
as

representat i ons and then as conc epts.

of the subject int eriorised by means of the semiotic function
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that is peculiar to the human - the
than

11

language 11 of bees is nothing more

a system of sensory-motor signs

1968:50;

(Piaget,l975:106-137;

1970:47-48).
This

is

actions.
ables

by no means to say that concepts are

merely

interiorised

Conceptualisation is initiated as the semiotic function

the subject's actions to be interiorised in thought,

en-

first

as

representations and then as primitive conceptual structures. Even this
initial

interiorisation is not a simple copy of the motor activity as

mental image however but involves a conceptual reconstruction (Piaget,
1975:
able

60).
to

Once

initiated in thought the conceptual structures

generate further more complex and

structures

by

means

conceptual

structures.

more

of reflective abstraction

refined
acting

are

conceptual
on

existing

Once the conceptual structures of thought are

established the cognitive locus shifts from sensory-motor activity

to

the mental activity of thought.
So reflective abstraction, which has its foundations in the sensorymotor
its
more

activity that the human subject shares with other

animals,

in

developed form is a process internal to thought by which more and
powerful conceptual structures are constructed

from

conceptual

elements abstracted from the subject's existing conceptual structures.
While

this

dependent

for

reflective
its

abstraction is internal to

development on the interaction

objects external to thought.

thought
of

it

thought

is
with

The difficulties in assimilating sensory

experiences to the existing conceptual structures provide an essential
stimulus to the development of more adequate conceptual structures
the process of reflective abstraction.
sufficient
plex

To be sure,

by

once possessed of

conceptual structures the subject can construct more

com-

and powe rful structure s by reflecting directly on the conceptual

structur es

of thought themselves as in "pure" mathematics and

Nevertheless,

the

logic.

intera ction of thought and sensory experience
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re-

mains

an

essential stimulus to conceptual development

reflective

abstraction

J970b:38-44.87-100;

(Piaget.l969b:l25-l27;

1977:303-324;

by

1976:28;

1974:74.98-99;

means

of

1975:58-68~

& Garcia.

Piaget

1983:7-8).
Interaction
structivism.

of subject and object is fundame ntal to Piagetian
Objec ts

con-

are known only by means of the structures

that

the subject supplies but these structures are developed in the subject
only

in

acting on objects external to the subject.

transformational
structures
of

the

17).
30)

Cognition

acting on the environment by the subject

while

of this transformational action are themselves the

subject's accommodation to the environment (see

Lesquins' description of Piagetian epistemology

structures

a
the

result

Piaget.l973:

(Lesquins.l981:

as the unilateral determination of empirical knowledge by

tory

is

misses entirely this factor of interaction

operathat

is

basic to Piagetian epistemology.
An

important effect of reflective abstraction is the attribution of

properties to objects.
in

In empirical abstraction the subject

isolates

thought properties of the object that are possessed by the

before

being

observed by the subject.

reflective abstraction.

The structures

on the other hand.

object

developed

by

lead to the enrichment of

the

objects by attributing to them co-ordinative properties that they

did

not possess before.

These are then read from the objects by

the

subject as though by empirical abstraction. Piaget calls this "pseudoempirical"
the

abstraction because although the properties are read

objec ts

as though by empirical a bstraction they can be

read

th is way only because they are first attributed to the objects by
subject.

The

from
in
the

real s ource of these properties is the co-ord inati on of

the subject's action .
The term "ps eudo-empi rical" abstraction is not to be taken as implying any pejorative connotation.

It is not a primitive weakness to
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be

discarded in more mature thought.
component

On the contrary, it is an important

of empirical knowledge at every level.

Its role is propor-

tionally greater at the more primitive levels and proportionally

less

at the more advanced levels but it has a legitimate role at all levels
of empirical knowledge.
in

physics,

It is the source, for example, of explanation

a concern of all creative physics.

What is important is

not that we discard pseudo-empirical abstraction but that we recognise
it for what it i s, the reading from objects of properties derived from
the

co-ordination of our own actions on the objects and attributed to

the objects (Piaget,1973:11-18; 1977:6-7,306-323).
Since
jects

in both cases the subject abstracts the properties
how are we to distinguish the properties of empirical

tion

which

and

from

the

attributed
appear

abstrac-

exist in the object before being observed by the

properties of pseudo-empirical abstraction
to

the objects by the subject?

that

subject

are

first

Although Piaget does

to have given a precise delineation of the necessary

in

that are abstracted in the simple subject-object

which

the

subject focusses on an object without

relation with other objects - e.g.

weight,

perties of pseudo-empirical abstraction,
th&t

are

abstracted

not

criteria

it seems clear that the properties of empirical abstraction are
properties

ob-

those

relation

regard

to

its

colour, texture. The pro-

on the other hand, are those

when the subject focusses on objects as

a

co-

ordinated group - e.g. number, class, sequence.
Once we have a clear view of the importance of abstraction in Piagetian

epistemology

abstractive

it

begins to emerge clearly that it

intellectualism that,

embodies

in spite of its thoroughly

an

modern

character, exhibits striking parallels with that of Aristotle.
Like Aristotle Piaget take s sensory perception as the starting point
of
the

knowledge;
subject

without the sensory experience of objects external
there can be no knowledge
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(Piaget,l970b:81-109).

to

Again

like Aristotle but unlike empiricism Piaget denies that cognitive data
are given in sensory expe rience. They are obtained only as the subject
acts abstractively on the objec ts of sensory expe rience .
Fo r Piage t, as for Aristotl e , cognition leads from sensory experien ce

to

the

intelligible

by

whi c h

the

s e n s ibl e

is

ord e red;

in

Aristotle's De Anima (1928:429-432) it leads to th e intelligibl e forms
and

for · Piaget

underly

(1969a:75) to the structures that,

sensible phenomena- "La structure ••.

est

in

both

situ~e

cases,

sous

les

phenom~nes".

The

founding

external

to

of

knowledge in the sensory

experience

of

objects

the s ubject distinguishes Aristotle and Piaget from

intellectualism

of Plato and of Kant.

the

The necessary intervention

of

abstractive thought distinguishes them from empiricism.
There is,

howe ver, a significant difference between Piaget and Aris-

totle. It is to be found at the point of decisive ontological cleavage
between

the

mainstreams of modern and Greek

philosophies.

With

an

ontology of intelligible as well a s material reality external to human
thought,
to

Aristotle (1928 : Metaphysica,l03,1059; De Anima,432) was able

regard the order of human thought as replicating the order

intelligible

reality

existing

in

the material

world

of

an

external

to

thought. The order attained by abstractive thought, therefore, is not,
as it is with Piaget,

a construction of thought attributed to objects

but is the order of intelligible reality embedded wi thin the

sensible

ob j e ct s and di sso c iate d by ab st rac tive thoug h t .
As

a

tho r oug hly

mode rn t hi nke r such a n o tion o f

an

i n t e ll i gi b le

reali ty wi thin t h e ma terial wo rld ex t e rnal t o tho u g ht is i tself

uni n-

tel li g ib l e to P iaget. I n the o n to l o g y of the ma ter i a l wo r l d wi t h whi c h
he

ope rate s the r e is roo m onl y fo r materia l r eali t y and thought a b o ut

t ha t r ea l i t y .
knowl e d ge

Wish ing ,

ther ~for e,

to r e t a i n the e mp ir ica l basis

wit h ou t fal l i n g into empirici s m he turn s to t h o u g ht a s
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of
the

source

of

cognitive order constructed in interaction
This

reality.

notion

he

develops

in

his

theory

with
of

material
reflective

abstraction.
It

is

important to note that,

for Piaget,

neither empirical

reflective abstraction is reducible to lingual or conceptual
tion.

With

nor

abstrac-

the development of the semiotic function the abstractions

can be conceptually interiorised in the subject but the abstraction is
prior

to

its symbolisation and conceptualisation.

reflective
developed
tual

abstraction,

it is true,

In

the

case

of

once a conceptual structure

is

further abstraction can occur by reflection on this concep-

structure yet its development is impossible without a

basis

of

abstraction that is independent of all symbolisation or conceptualisation.

2.4 COGNITIVE STRUCTURES AND FORMAL SYSTEMS
Piaget

regularly speaks of empirical abstraction as the source of the

content

of empirical knowledge and of reflective abstraction

source

of

its forms.

as

the

For this reason both kinds of abstraction

are

essential at all levels of empirical knowledge.
cannot
tion.

Empirical abstraction

take place without the forms supplied by

reflective

abstrac-

Though purely formal knowledge in logic and pure mathematics is

possible without empirical abstraction it cannot yield empirical knowledge

except as it is joined with empirical abstraction to give

tent to the forms (Piaget,1977:5-7,303-23).

con-

And even as purely formal

knowledge it cannot exist without a base of empirical knowledge.
The empirical content of knowledge, then, consists in the properties
of

material

thought.

The

objects abstracted by means of the subject's

structured

form of knowledge is supplied by the structure of

thought developed in interaction with the objects.
the subject's ordered thought,

Order arises

this
from

but developed only in interaction with

the material content to be ordered. The content of empirical knowledge
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arises

from the observations of material objects,

but onl y on condi-

tion that these observations ar e ord e red by the subject's thoug ht

or,

at a primitive level , senso r y-mo tor activity.
But

this

form supplied by th e subject's thoug ht is not to b e

c on-

fused with a formal symbo lic system . The structures that are so essential to Piagetian epistemology are not reducible to the structures
a

language whether a "natural" or a formalised language.

It is

of
true

that at the more advanced levels of knowledge the cognitive structures
rec eive

a systematic formalisation in logic and mathematics but

this

is the formalisation of structures that have an existence prior to and
independent of their formalisation in a symbolic system.
The

Piagetian

structures

are not merely formal

"realities deeply rooted in natural thought".
stitute

logical

functioning

of the subject.

a

con-

they formalise

Formal structures as

and mathematical systems axiomatise natural

constitute

but

Formal structures

an axiomatisation of natural structures;

structured

abstrac tions

reality independent of and prior to

the

formal

structures
all

that

formalisation

(Piaget,1969a : 82; 1970:100- 101; 1971a:1-4; 1973:10; 1977:320).
For example,
scientific
that

arithmetical systems are founded on the concrete, pre-

expe rience

of numbering concrete objects,

gives rise to "natural numbers".

Similarly,

an

experience

formal systems

of

classification and seriation are founded in the subje ct's pre-scientific
in

and informa l activ i ty of classifying objec ts and arrang ing
series .

e xperience
activity

In th i s respect what is importa nt in
is

not

the

the subject 's con sciousness but

these

pre-scientifi c
the

stru cturing

intrinsic t o his a c tivity and reasoning of whi ch he is

only

partial ly conscious (Piage t,l97 0 :100 ) .
With res pec t t o f orma l logic Piage t sugges t s t h a t " p ure l ogic " i s " a
fo r ma l i s a t i o n

of

t he for ma lis ing a c t iv i ty o f t he s u b jec t" (Piag et

Garcia , 1983 :22 -2 3 ) .

&

A formal system of any k ind is the for malisation

of the already co-ordinated activities of the subject;
character
actions

its systematic

is dependent on the prior systematisation of the
(Piaget,l973a:7).

In the case of logic,

subject's

the activity under-

lying all formal logical systems is the formalising activity itself.
Formal systems only emerge at the highest cognitive levels where the
subject is able to reflect on the processes of thought without
ence to external objects.
xion,

the

refer-

They are the product of reflexion on refle-

most advanced level of reflective abstraction which Piaget

designated

"abstraction r6flective" (Piaget,l977:6).

But

they

only

formalise the cognitive structures that already exist as structures of
the

subject's

epistemology

cognitive activity.

This is a

feature

of

Piagetian

that I did not recognise adequately in my earlier

study

(1982:99).
Once we recognise that Piaget's cognitive structures are not
structures

formal

but the structures of the subject's cognitive activity

interaction with objects it becomes clear why there is a gulf
Piagetian

in

between

epistemology and epistemology in the analytical philosophi-

cal tradition.
Epistemology can have a legitimate place within the latter tradition
only

on condition that it is assumed that there

cognitive
subject

is

language
Then,

data

unproblematic

of some kind and that the cognitive activity

confined

system,

exist

to the processing of this data by

whether

a natural language or a

of

means

formal

the
of

a

language.

and only then, can it be legitimate to restrict epistemology to

the analysis of the appropriate language.
On

the other hand,

it is basic to Piagetian epistemology to insist

that there are no unproblematic cognitive data but only data constructed

by the subject as the solution of problems posed

with the objects.
tool

in

interaction

And a language system of any kind is never merely a

for processing cognitive data but is a product of the
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construe-

tive processes that constitute cognition. In other words, knowledge is
not constituted by the processing of data within a language system; on
the

contrary,

a languag e system emerges from the complex of the sub-

jec t's a c tivities that constitute knowledge. On this view the restri c tion
and

of normative ep i st e mological questions to que s tions of

lang uage

formal logic while ignoring the underlying (psychological)

tions

concerning

ques-

the subject's cognitive processes can only lead

to

sterile debates that miss the real epistemological issues.
Given
was

the assumption s of analytical philosophy Hamlyn

(1971 : 19,23)

right in finding in Piagetian epistemolog y "a degree of

ence"

and

(Piaget

even

"a muddle''.

And given his

own

inc oher-

assumptions

Piaget

& Garcia,l983:293) was right in charging Anglo-Saxon

episte-

mologists with failing to address the basic epistemological problems.
However,

such

charge and counter-charge gets us nowhere.

What

is

needed is a careful evaluation of the underlying assumptions that give
rise to the charge and counter-charge.
unproblematic

data

constructive,

interactive

Is knowledge the process i ng of

within some kind of language system or

terns (including formal,

is

it

a

process out of which emerges language sys-

symbolic systems) which enable the subject to

articulate knowledge?
It is simply begging this fundamental question to dismiss the extensive experimental research of genetic epistemology as epistemologically
with

irrelevant becau se of it s p sychological natur e.
sa ti s fac tori ly

quest i on

to

It can

be

dealt

o nly by a c arefu l e val uation o f t he resear ch

determine to wha t extent ,

if a t all ,

it

supports

in
t he

Piagetian answer to thi s fundamenta l question and , if n o t, wha t alter native ,

more

evi de nc e.
that

sat i s f actory a ccount can be give n of

Pi a geti a n

e p istemo l ogy

the

experimental

un d oubtedly mak es us e of

r e s earch

is psychol o g ica l in charac t e r and theref ore b eyon d t he scope

philoso phy .

Howeve r,

of

as psychologica l r esearch wh ich, it is claimed ,

gives

support

to

a certain answer

to

fundamental

epistemological

questions and simultaneously casts doubt on other answers to the

same

questions, it is directly relevant for philosophical epistemology.

2.5 COGNITION AS DIALECTICAL PROCESS
Piaget

elaborated

structures
that

on the process of the

construction

of

cognitive

in the subject with his theory of equilibration;

a theory

Hans Furth once described as "both very philosophical

and

very

difficult" (Piaget,l971:26). The development of this theory introduces
a

dialectical

Piaget

process at the very heart of

(1975)

provides

Piagetian

epistemology.

a thorough and detailed exposition

of

this

theory on which the following discussion is based except where another
reference is given.
As

we

have noted already,

all experience,

according

to

requires a "well developed structure within the subject •••

Piaget,
in

order

to take in the data which is outside" (Piaget,1971:4; see also Piaget,
1975:50-51). In other words, the subject can make observations only so
far as he possesses the necessary structure, or form, for ordering the
sensory stimuli which provide the content of those observations.
process

This

in which elements external to the subject are known by incor-

poration

in

a cognitive structure within the subject

is

designated

"assimilation".
There is an obvious, and intended, biological parallel in the use of
this term that reflects the Piagetian view that cognition is an extension

of biological interaction between the organism and the

ment.
organic
quires

Just

as

the

organism feeds itself by assimilating

structure material taken in from outside so the

environinto

its

subject

ac-

knowledge by assimilating into his c ogitive schemes o r

struc-

tures observations of the external world compatible with these schemes
(Piaget,1970d:706-710; 1975:10-13).
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Piaget illustrates this point by reference to a child who, even when
fa c ed

with

clear

visual evidence,

is unabl e to see that

the

line

formed by the level of water in a tilted bottle is horizontal and
parall e l
This,

with the bottom of the bottle as th e child had

he argues,

system

not

anticipated.

is becau se the c hild does not possess the ne ce ssary

o f co-ord i nation to provide the cognitive f ramework for assim-

ilating the sensory stimuli in the way adults do (Piaget,l971:4).
Inseparable

from this process of assimilation is a second cognitive

process that Piaget designated "accommodation". As the subject encounter s

in

existing

his

cognitive

assimilation,
structures
of

observations material that is not
structures this material,

introduces a disturbance,

of the subject's thought .

assimilable
by its

to

the

resistance

a disequilibrium,

into

to
the

This calls f or an accommodation

the cognitive structure to the observational material so

that

it

can be assimilated by the structure.
There is potential conflict in the competing requirement of
lat i on and accommodation.
the

structure

"Accommodation"

assimi-

"Ass i milation" requires the conservation of

by the assimilation of all observational data
dema nds

the

changi.ng of the structure in

to

it.

order

to

accommodate the observational data. Sometimes this conflict is avoided
by making minor adjustments to the assimi lative structure that do

not

change

its character - all structures have some capacity for accommo-

dat i on

without cha nging the structure - or by setting aside or

igno-

ring the d i stur b ing o bservationa l data in o r d e r t o preserve inta ct the
a ssimil a tive struc t ure .

But on othe r occasions the con f lict cannot be

avoided and there is a head - on clash b etween the conflicting

require 7

ments of a ssimilation and a ccommodation.
This

conflic t

is

resolved by t h e con struction of a new

powe r ful ass im il a t ive s t r ucture c o n str uc t e d in refl ec ti ve

and

more

abst r acti on

from el e ment s abs trac t e d from the existing struct ures tha t have p roved
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In this way the disequilibrium is overcome in a new equi-

inadequate.
librium;

or.

to

put

the matter another way.

the contradiction

is

resolved in the new synthesis of a higher level structure.
Since
it

the new structure does not displace the old but

within

preserved

the

new the integrity of the

while

assimilative

incorporates
structure

the observational data that created the

is

disturbance

gains its place in the epistemic system as a variation internal to the
new structure.
It

is important to keep in mind that the Piagetian

always
has

more than the sum of their constituent elements.

its

A

1970:10;

1983a:8-9).

are

structure

own properties and its own laws distinct from those

constituents (Piaget 0 l969a:73-4;
this

structures

of

its

It is only on

condition that a new structure constructed by the reconstruction

of elements abstracted from existing structures can be a more powerful
and

comprehensive

structure than those from

which

its

constituent

elements are drawn.
The

dialectical

"equilibration"
spiral

tial

is unmistakeable.

without end.

cognitive

character of this process that

Piaget

The development of knowledge is

In this spiral knowledge grows as the

essen-

and indissociable factors of assimilation and accommodation

factors

are re-united in a new,

a

subject's

equilibrium is disturbed by the polarisation of the

this disequilibrium is resolved in a new equilibrium as the

ting

designated

and

polarised

higher level structure before repea-

the cycle again in a new polarisation.

This unending

cycle

of

disequilibrium and renewed equilibrium is in no sense a deficiency. On
the

contrary,

it is the process essential to the growth of knowledge

(see Piaget,l977: 303-324).
Thus far we have discussed this dialectical process only in relation
to

the assimilation of empirical data.

It plays an equally important

role in Piagetian epistemology, however. in the internal co-ordination
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of cog nitive structures.
by

The cog nitive struc t ures that are

generated

the subje c t in interaction with emp irical obj ec ts ar e multiple and

dive rs e .
tion

The cohe renc e required by knowledg e d e ma nd s th e ir co-ordina-

and integration within the subj e ct by a diale c tical

intera c tion

b e tween the struc ture s .
Thi s o c curs at two l e v e ls.
tion

At one l e vel it is s i mp ly the co- ord i na-

of structur e s by reciprocal assimilation and

accommodation

be -

tween the structures. A typical case of this occurs when more than one
structure is used to apprehend the same object motor

the

level

Con f l i cts

occur

e.g.

at the sensory-

schemes of "grasp i ng" and "looki ng at"

an

obj e ct.

between these structures which are resolved

by

co-

ordinating the structures through rec iprocal ass i milation and a ccommodation.
At the other leve l all the cognitive struc t ures are co-ordinated
a

totality

structure that encompasses them all as sub-systems

single cognitive system.
tion

of

in
a

The dialectic of assimilation and accommoda-

is then a dialectic of integration and differentiation of cogni-

tive structures. Integration demands the assimilation of all cognitive
structures
edge,

on

that
The

within one all-embracing system.
the other hand,

The expansion of

generates a differentiation of

demands the accommodation of the system to this
conflicting

d if ferentiation

demands of the conservation of the
of

structures

that do not fit the

knowl-

structures

differentiaion.
system

and

the

system

produces

cog nit i v e disequilibrium cha rac t e ris e d by the polar i sat i on o f i nt e gr a tion

and diffe r e ntiat i on .

The conflict is resol ved not

by

negati ng

ei t he r pole but b y uniting t hem i n a new and mo re comprehensive system
of the whole that enlarges the cognitive p o wers of the subject.
This

leads

Throughout

us to an important feature of the Pi age tian

dialectic .

the d ialectica l proc ess t here is comple te conserva t ion

t he stru c ture s.

The gene r ati on o f a new st ru ct u re d oes not

13 1

of

supersed e

an

earlier

structure

constituents

of

but adds to it.

It is not the case

one structure are reconstituted in a

that

new

the

structure

while the earlier structure is discarded. The earlier structure itself
is

conserved with undiminished validity.

but its validity remains unquestioned,
place

within the cognitive system;

It is shown to have

limits

and it retains an unchallenged

"le depasse est toujours

integre

dans le depassant" (Piaget & Garcia,1983:303).
As

an example of this Piaget cites the case of

once thought to embody universal geometric truth.
cognitive
been

euclidean

geometry

In the dialectic of

development this sweeping claim for euclidean geometry

shown to be falsei

of general metrics".

has

it is now seen to be only "a particular case

It remains,

however,

a completely valid system

within certain limits (Piaget,1977:323-4).
This

principle

of the conservation of structures applies at

level including that of the totality structure of the total
system.
sive

every

cognitive

When the dialectical process generates a new, more comprehen-

totality

structure the old totality structure is not

discarded

but is incorporated as a sub-system within the new totality structure.
It

would be easy at this point to conclude that knowledge is viewed

simply as a dialectical process in Piagetian epistemology.

Yet such a

conclusion

assigns

fundamental
notion

that

1980:9,10).
the
ject.

would

be a serious mistake.

Although

Piaget

role to a dialectical process he decisively
thought is reducible to a dialectical

rejects

process

a
the

(Piaget,

The dialectical process concerns only the construction of

cognitive structures,

as cognitive instruments,

It extends the cognitive powers of the subject,

within the subbut the use of

those powers for the acquisition of knowledge by the subject is not at
all dialectical.

It is a non-dialectical deductive process using

the

structures developed in the dialectical process.
Piaget distinguished these two processes, each equally important, as
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the dialectical and discursive phases of cognitive development,
"discursive "

is

used

(1980:9,10,213-27)

He

lectical phases.

is

quite

explicit

that knowledge is not reducible to its dialectical

Co gnition involves an alternation of the

pha se .

in

in the Kantian sense.

where

discursiv~

and

dia-

The discursive phase is not at all dialectical; only

the dialectical phase d oes the cognitive proc es s have any dialect-

ical character.
In

developing

this distinction Piaget uses

a

somewhat

confusing

terminology. He describes the discursive phase as purely deductive and
the dialectical as inf erential,

which,

in itself, scarcely makes the

distinction crystal clear. It becomes more confusing when we read that
the discursive process is an inferential process (Piaget,l980:217).
In spite of this terminological confusion,
the

context

a careful examination of

enables us to obtain a clear enough picture of

Piaget's

intention. In the discursive phase the subject proceeds deductively on
the

basis of the existent cognitive structures in a state of

brium.

equili-

Empirical observations are co-ordinated and logical and mathe-

matical operations carried out in terms of the developed structures of
the subject.
and

in

It is a phase of equilibrium in the cognitive structures

the subject-object relation;

the inferences

are

inferences

within a closed system.
The

dialectical

system
with
is

arising

disequilibrium

in

the

dealing

empi rical d ata or from an inadequacy in t e rnal to the system that

d ise q uilibrium

as a disturbanc e or obstacle

sub jec t .

by

the

subject .

This

activates the dialecti c al proce ss b y wh ich equi l ibrium

re s t o red through th e cons t ru c tion of new,

t he

within

either from the inadequacy of the s y stem

experienc ed

is

phase is activated by

Once

the se new st r u c tures

ar e

e n r iched struc tures
e s t ab l i shed

in

knowl edge

returns to it s non-dia l ectical, dis cursive phase.
In

brief ,

the

dialect i cal

phase is the
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equilibrating

cognitive

process

that is formative of new cognitive structures while the

cursive

phase

is the cognitive process in the state

that utilises the already formed structures.

of

dis-

equilibrium

Knowledge,

so far as it

is making any progress, is a constant alternation of these two phases.
To put the matter in another, but still typically Piagetian way, the
dialectical phase is productive of the forms of knowledge. The discursive,

non-dialectical,

phase is the ordering of the content of know-

ledge in accordance with already constructed forms.
Garcia

has suggested that this distinction is important

in

under-

standing why scientists, and physicists in particular, have difficulty
in

recognising any dialectical role in scientific theories.

Most

of

what goes on in science is knowing in the discursive, and hence strictly non-dialectical, phase, proceeding as it does in a state of cognitive

equilibrium

point

of

based on an established theory.

theory change that the dialectical phase

It is only at
is

activated

the
in

science, with the non-dialectical, discursive phase resumed as soon as
a new theory is established (Garcia,l980:238-9).
While,
tian

then,

there is a dialectical process at the heart of Piage-

epistemology

epistemology

it

is not to be characterised

since the dialectical process.

as

a

dialectical

though crucial.

is only

one component of the total cognitive process that can never be reduced
to the dialectical.
While Piagetian epistemology is thus clearly not to be characterised
as a dialectical epistemology,
a

this still leaves open the question of

more appropriate categorisation.

question.

however,

Before attempting to answer this

there remain some further important issues to

be

elucidated.

2.6 PIAGET. HEGEL AND MARX
The dialectical factor in his epistemology together with the
on

emphasis

history and the activity of the subject have given rise to discus-
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siona about the relation between Piaget, Hegel and Marx.
Among

those that have discussed the Hegelian connection are

(1980),

Kitchcner

assessments
gist

(1980),

Fetz (1982) and Wartofsky

Garcia

(1982).

range from Kitchener's assertion that "as an

Their

epistemolo-

Piaget is Hegelian" (Kitch e ner,1980:388-389) to Fetz' contention

that,

though

there are fundamental convergences between

Piaget

and

Hegel there are equally fundamental divergences (Fetz,l982:426-428).
Anyone

at

re c ognise

all familiar with both Piaget and Hegel cannot

points

(1982 : 426)

of convergenc e.

It seems equally clear

(see
to

also Wartofsky,l982:474).
which Fetz points,

nature

that

that

is right in pointing out that wha t ever He g e lian

there is in Piaget's thought came only indirectly through

to
Fetz

influence
Brunschvicg

It is also clear that the differences

in part at least,

Kitchener

fail

are of such

must be regarded as

mistaken

a
in

fundamental
describing

Piagetian epistemology as Hegelian.
The

basis for this mistake seems to be Kitchener's assessment

that

"Piaget is essentially dialectical in his epistemology'' (1980:389). As
has just been discussed, the dialectical component, though crucial, is
only

one component of Piaget's epistemology.

rented place to the dialectical component,
get's
say

It is giving an

therefore,

unwar-

to regard Pia-

epistemology as "essentially dialectical". One can legitimately
no more than that there is an essential dialectical component

to

Piage t 's epistemology.
Even if we were to pass over thi s i mportant point ,

the

differences

be tween Piagetian and Hege l ian dialec t ic are t o o fundamen t a l fo r i t to
make

sense

t o charac t e r ise Piaget ian ep istemology as

Heg el i an .

Not

only d o es the dialec ti c of Piage t ian epi s temology l ack the

conn e ction

with

Hegel

a

metaphysi c al

dialectic that is so fundamental to

but

the re i s , in Pia g e t, a total ab s enc e o f any kind o f d i alec ti cal onto logy.
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For Hegel (1975:116,118,174),

on the one hand, knowledge is necess"Everything that

arily dialectical through and through because:

rounds us may be viewed as an instance of dialectic".

sur-

"Wherever there

is movement, wherever there is life, wherever anything is carried into
there Dialectic is at work." And

again;

"Contradiction is the very moving principle of the world ••• ".

Epist-

effect

in the actual world,

emological

dialectic

is necessitated by a an ontological

dialectic.

Dialectic is deeply embedded in the nature of things.
For Piaget,
is

on the other hand, the dialectical process in cognition

in no sense consequent on any kind of ontological

disequilibrium,
cess

in

is neither inherent in the

objects nor inherent in the actions,
It

The

or contradiction, that activates the dialectical pro-

cognition

subject.

dialectic.

constitution

of

the

or structures of thought, of the

is nothing but a temporary polarisation occuring in

the

course of cognitive development - "contingent historical situations" that

polarises

coherence

temporarily elements that belong together

(solidaire).

in

mutual

These temporary polarisations arise from

the

temporary insufficiency of the cognitive structures either with regard
to

the

objects

ordination.
resultant
the

The

to be known or with regard
development of new,

to

their

internal

co-

more adequate structures in the

dialectical construction resolves the polarisation so

polarised elements resume their place as interdependent

that

elements

in the coherence of the cognitive structures (Piaget,1975:17-21).
This

notion

of a cognitive dialectic based on temporary

polarisa-

tion& within contingent historical situations is far removed from
all-embracing
difference
Piagetian

Hegelian

internal

dialectic.

But there is also

a

fundamental

to the epistemologies in question that sets

epistemology

decidedly apart from

the

the

Hegelian.

In

the
the

dialectic of the Hegelian epistemology knowledge, beginning in sensory
experience,

transcends

that experience to apprehend in pure
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thought

stripped

of all sensory connections the absolute supersensible notion

that is hthe single essence of life, the soul of the world''. Knowledge
leads

us

beyond the sensible world to the ultimate

supersensible
are

reality

of

the

in which all the sensible and conceptual contradictions

finally resolved in the infinit e absolute

of

self-consciousness

(Hegel,l977 : 58-103).
Piagetian
respects

epistemology diverges from this scheme in two fundamental

- the supersession of the sensible by the supersensible

and

the ultimate cognitive apprehension of the Absolute.
Although Piaget writes of a knowledge that goes beyond the
in

a

sensible

way that can lead the reader not thoroughly familiar

with

his

epistemology to conclude that he holds to a cognitive transcendence of
the sensible of an Hegelian kind, a more thorough understanding of the
Piagetian epistemology shows this to be a misconception.
It is logico-mathematical knowledge, and this alone, that is able to
function in detachment from sensory experience.

By this,

as he makes

clear,

Piaget means simply that the subject is able to operate within

formal

systems

of logic and mathematics without requiring

empirical

content or reference ("pure" logic and ''pure" mathematics).

That,

in

itself, appears to be uncontroversial (Piaget,l970b:88-92).
But

logico-mathematical

totality of knowledge;

knowledge

is only one

component

or physical,

knowledge these

must recei ve empirical content through sensory experience.
sensory

the

it is the source of the forms of knowledge. In

order for there to be empirical,

that

of

experience

is never a simple

registering

forms

It is true
of

sensory

impressions in the manner of empiricism but is always a reading of the
sen s ible

in terms of the forms (struc tures) of the subject's

action.

Nev e rthel ess it is al ways a read i ng of data from a sensible world; the
content
world,

of all empirical knowledge is always drawn from the
not

from the action or thought of the subject which
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sensible
supplies

only the forms with which to organise the empirical content.
For

Hegel

cognition leads us to transcend the

sensible

world

to

apprehend the ultimate reality of the supersensible. For Piaget cognition is the development of ever more effective forms (structures) that
enable

us to penetrate more effectively the reality of

world (see Piaget,1977:321-2;

1981:183).

the

sensible

The difference is fundamen-

tal.
It

is

level

important to recall that in the Piagetian

structures never supersede the earlier,
new,

dialectic

higher

more primitive

struc-

tures.

The

higher level structures enrich and extend the

ject's

cognitive structures in an increasingly complex cognitive sys-

tem without superseding the earlier structures.

sub-

Even the most

primi-

of elementary sensory perception permanently

retain

their validity as essential components of the cognitive system

though

tive

structures

their role becomes more limited with the progressive enrichment of the
system's structures. In short, Piagetian epistemology embodies a clear
rejection

of the Hegelian notion of the supersession of the

sensible

by the supersensible.
Equally
of

the

decisive is the Piagetian rejection of the Hegelian
apprehension

highest

level

knowledge
Notion

which

of the Absolute as the end

of

cognition.

of knowledge in Piagetian epistemology
remains always open.

or Idea but the object which,

Its goal is

notion

not

is

The

scientific
an

absolute

for the empirical sciences - as

distinct from the deductive sciences of logic and mathematics - is the
object of sensory experience.

The object is the cognitive limit exis-

ting independently of the knowing subject and known by the subject
~uccessive

approximations

(Piaget,1970:89-91;
allel

in

this

yet never wholly attained by

1979:10,119;

the

in

subject

1983:173). There is an obvious par-

respect with Popper's notion of absolute truth

as

a

regulative idea at which we aim in our knowledge but only ever succeed
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25,26.~7-

in app r oximat i n g in ever better approximations (Popper,l983:
58).
However
c learly

we may characterise Pioge t i an
wholl y

ina p propriate

epistemology .

then.

it

is

and mi sleading to charac teris e

it

as

Hege lian.
Wi th regard to the r e lationship b e twee n Piage tian and Marxist

theo-

ry, as early as 1928 the French psycho l ogist Henri Wallon entered into
critical

a

engagement with Piaget initiating an ongoing debate

continued till Wallon's death in 1962.

The issues in this debat e

di s c u s sed in s o me detail by Jolley (1980).
we nt

on

are

On the other hand. as time

othe r s be gan to make a more positive evaluation of

work from a Marxist perspec t i ve.

that

Piaget's

One of the foremost of these was the

philosopher and sociologist Lucien Goldman who published an

apprecia-

tive

in

review o f Piaget's "La Psyc hologic de !'Intelligence"

1947;

his evaluation of Piaget's work at that time he had found no reason to
alter substantially in his review of Piaget's "Sagesse et Illusions de
la Philosophie" in 1966.
The debate rema i ns unresolved. Opinion remains divided between those
who see a close affinity between Marx and Piaget and those who see the
two

positions

wants

to

as incompatible (Garcia.l980:230).

claim

No

that Piaget wa s a Marxist or that he

epistemology under the influence of Marx.

one

seriously

develope d

It is generally

his

recognised

that

Marx and Marxist sources had no direct influence in the develop-

me n t

o f Piaget' s though t and.

caree r

indeed,

tha t for a good d ea l

he took n o n o t ic e of e i t h er Marx or Marxism.

c ern s the extent t o wh i c h .

of

The d e bate

hi s
con-

i n h i s i n depe nd en t d e vel o pmen t . Pi aget has

r e a c hed a pos i t i o n tha t h a s a n affinity wi th that of Ma rx a nd Marxism .
Cla ud e
the
th is

Fr onty ( 1983 ) provides a good surve y of t he curr e nt s t a t e of

d e ba te.

It is beyond the s co pe of the p resent

debat e i n d etail.

stud y t o

exp l ore

Tha t would prov ide amp le ma t er i a l for a
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com-

plete study of its own.
requires
study.

some

attention because of its importance

for

the

present

This is the question of the role of socio-historical praxis in

cognition.
written
tion

There is one important aspect, however·, which

In an appreciative,

but critical, review of Piaget's work

in 1932 the Soviet psychologist Vygostsky brought this

into sharp focus when he wrote:

established by Piaget •••

"The developmental uniformities

are not laws of nature but are historically

and socially determined" (Vygotsky,l962:23).
Piaget

ques-

Vygotsky's treatment

generally is now dated and full of misconceptions but in

particular

respect he has put his finger unerringly on a

of
this

fundamental

divergence between Piaget and Marx.
More recently Wartofsky has discussed this divergence in some detail
leading

to the conclusion that it is a matter of complementary inade-

quacies

in Piagetian and Marxist epistemologies rather than a

mental incompatibility between the theories.
"an

integration

other"
insight

funda-

He argues therefore

for

of the insights of the one with the insights of

the

in which each is "mediated and reconstructed in terms
of the other 11 •

integration

11

a

of

the

He envisages that there may emerge from

genetic

epistemology which is at the

same

this

time

an

historical epistemology 11 (Wartofsky,l982:506-507).
Yet,
clear

when

we

examine Wartofsky's proposal more closely

it

see ms

that his proposed integration can only mean the assimilation of

Piagetian epistemology to Marxist epistemology with consequent loss of
its Piagetian distinctives. And, indeed, the divergence highlighted by
Vygotsky so sharply is so fundamental that it is impossible to see how
there could be any integration without the assimilation of one to

the

other or the loss of both within a new synthesis fundamentally dif f erent f rom both.
Wartofsky

proposes

that Piagetian epistemology be modified by

recognition of the cogn i tive primacy of socio-historical
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praxis;

the
the

ecceptance by Piagetian theory of the thesis that both the subject and
the

object in the constructive interaction of Piagetian

are

constituted by a history of soc io-cultural praxis.

argues,
the

There is,

he

an "esse ntial sociality of human praxis" that applies also to

most

very

epistemology

"elementary forces of action" such as Piaget finds

beginnings of cognition.

He s eems to think that

any

at

the

remaining

questions about this can be reduced to purely empirical questions that
can be answered decisively by experimental research.
To

accept this proposal could only mean the demolition of Piagetian

epistemology

leaving only an experimental methodology to be

absorbed

within a Marx i st epistemology.
Wartofsky's proposal makes socio-historical praxis epistemologically
definitive

mediated by the psychogenetic processes studied experimen-

tally by Piaget. For Piaget, in contrast, it is the interactive structure
is

of the organism as revealed in the psychogenetic processes

that

definitive with social and historical factors having only a

modi-

fying role in the individual subject. These two views simply cannot be
merged

without the surrender of one to the other or the loss of

both

in a third view.
Piaget

did

cognition

not deny the role of social and

historical

factors

in

but he assigned them a modifying and not a definitive role.

The primary and definitive role he assigned to the assimilative structures of the organism, rooted in biological organisation common to all
subjects
c ommon

regardless

of socio-historical factors.

It is

only

these

stru ctures t h at make s ocial in te r ac t i on it sel f po ss i ble

( P ia-

ge t ,l 970b : 61-67 ; 1971 : 12-13) .
In
of

th is res pec t the que st ions r aised b y Warto fsk y abo ut the
o b j ec ts

cruc i a l
Piage t

as

l arge ly "a worl d o f ar t ifac t s "

quest i on is the nature o f t he subject as

ar e

p e r iph e r a l.

e p ist e mic

rec ognised an epistemi cally significant d i me n si on,
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nat u r e
The

sub j ec t.
or "do ma in

of activity .. ,
called

in

subject"

in the subject that is historically dependent - what he

the

later development of his

(Piaget,l981:8,187-188).

significant,

and

However,

"the

psychological

although

epistemically

this domain is not epistemically definitive.

belongs to another domain,
uring

theory

That

role

or dimension, of the subject; "the struct-

organising activities., of the subject that

constitute

an

atemporal centre of structuring activity common to all subjects - what
he called .. the epistemic subject...
ive

structure

As the atemporal source of cognit-

rooted in the biological organisation of the

organism

this definitive epistemic subject is shaped in its ongoing development
not by historical and/or social factors but by laws internal to itself
in interaction with objects.

It has a history but it is not historic-

ally defined. Rather it defines its own history by its own laws.
This view of an epistemic subject as a dynamic,
governing
accordance

the structuring and organising activities of the subject in
with laws internal to itself is fundamental

epistemology.

Wartofsky's

the subject at every level,
ring,

is

atemporal structure

proposal,

to

Piagetian

by demanding a recognition that

including the core of epistemic

defined by socio-historical praxis,

structu~

would abolish Piaget's

atemporal epistemic subject and with it the whole edifice of Piagetian
epistmology as a distinctive theory.
This is a convenient point at which to look a little more closely at
the role of praxis and history in Piagetian epistemology. The emphasis
on

the activity of the subject and

historical/psychogenetic

studies

makes it easy to conclude with Kitchener that Piaget has a praxis view
of

knowledge of an historicist kind (Kitchener 0 1980:389-39l 0 400).

is,

It

nevertheless, like Kitchener's use of the Hegelian label. a mist-

aken conclusion.
It
mental

is true that Piaget regards the action of the subject as

funda-

to cognition but action as such is not constitutive of

knowl-
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edge.

Knowledge

object

in

is

constituted only in interaction of

subject

which the object acts reciprocally on the subject

subject acts on the object (Piaget,I970b:34-35;

1973:17;

as

and
the

1974 : 74,92;

1975:49). The subject is formative of a knowledge the content of which
is supplied from the objects.
Further,

from the side of the subject it is not the actions as such

but

the co-ordination of the actions that is

The

subject

cognitively

formative.

as

subjective individual will centre attention

on

actions as such;

the epistemic subject is characterised by a

turning

from the actions as such to their co- ordination,
constitutes
subject.
tion,

a

11

natural

not

a co-ordination that

logic 11 rooted in the organic nature

The actions of the subject,

the

of

the

then, are fundamental to cogni-

for their own sake but because they embody

this

11

natural

logic" (Piaget,1970c:l8-19; 1972:147-149; 1973:10; 1979:118-123).

I

the action that is of concern ~o Piagetian epistemology is

Finally,
not

"praxis"

activity

is

in

not cognitive activity but only

epistemologically
knowledge,
placed

general but specifically

significant.

cognitive

activity.
activity

All
is

Piaget quite explicitly distinguished

which he associated with science,

outside the realm of cognition,

with praxis in his epistemology.

cognitive

from praxis,

which

he

denying that he was concerned

"J'etudie la connaissance, je n'etu-

die pas la praxis ..... (Piaget,1966:63-64).
So

far

as it may be characterised by the role played by

ject's actions then,

the

Piagetian epistemology is a n interactive

subtheory

ba sed on a "nat u ral l ogic 11 .o f the o rg ani sm rat h er than a praxi s t heory
o f kno wl edge .
Th i s
h i s tor y

"natura l

l og i c " also throws important l igh t on t h e

in P iage t ian epi st e mo logy .

I n th is res p ect Wa rtofs ky

the

po i n t

when h e s ays that Piag e t "has made t h e h istory of

th e

n o rm aga i nst which the deve lopment of child-tho ught

I

pl ac e

-,.

is

of

mis ses
s ci enc e
me asur e d

(Wartofsky,l982:506). Cognitive normativity for Piaget has an organic,
not an historical,
sation
tory

source in the logic inherent in biological organi-

itself (1983:8).

The epistemological significance of the his-

of science will be missed unless this history is re-read

within

the problematic of genetic epistemology with its emphasis on the roots
knowledge in the structure of the organism (Piaget & Garcia,l983:

of
45).

Historical
not

and psychogenetic studies are epistemologically crucial,

because knowledge is defined by its history or

development,

because it is only in its historical and developmental unfolding
the underlying structure guiding that unfolding is revealed.
knowledge
study

as

only a fragment of the process with consequent

distortion.
ding

or

that

To study

therefore~

it is at any one moment of history,

but

is

to

epistemological

But, and this is crucial, it is not the historical unfol-

a law inherent in the historical process

cognitive process.

that

governs

the

That process in its historical unfolding is guided

by laws inherent in the structure of the organism.

These laws operate

throughout history in a way that is in no sense defined by history.
The aim of genetic epistemology, both in psychogenetic and in historical studies, therefore, is not to identify an historical process. It
is

to identify those universal,

throughout
of

the

extra-historical factors that reveal

history and psychogenetic development the

atemporal epistemic subject common to

irrespective
Piaget,

is

of

historical and social

all

characteristics
knowing

relationships.

an epistemological laboratory but not an

subjects

History,

for

epistemological

factory.
Whatever
might

other

points of convergence a

more

detailed

comparison

show it is clear that there is as decisive a divergence between

Piaget and Marx as between Piaget and Hegel. The connection is probably best described by Garcia when he places Piaget "in the continuation
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of

a

line of ep i st e mological thought that passes through

Marx

(but

whi c h

recognising

that

b e gins well before them)'' while at

the

Hegel

and

same

time

Piage t has d e veloped a distinct i ve position

within

that l i ne tha t is n e ithe r Hegelian nor Marxist (Ga rcia,l980:230 - 231).
Th e most fundame ntal point of converge nce that places Piaget
within

fi r mly

this line of e p i stemological thought is the actively fo r ma tive

role given to the knowing subject; a position that is, of course, neither exclusively nor pre-eminently represented by Hegelian and Marxist
epistemologies.

As

regards the nature of that formative role

Piaget

developed his own di s tinc tive position that has cre ated a d i stinc tively

P i agetian

epi s temology tha t is not to be confounded

with

e i the r

Marxist, Hegelian, or Kantian epistemology.

2.7 OBJECTIVITY, NECESSITY AND THEORIES
I am indebted to Gil Henriques for pointing out,
sion,
than

that

in a private discus-

Piaget was more interested in the question

that of object i vity.

of

necessity

Nevertheless the two remain closely linked

in Piagetian epistemology since underlying P i aget's interest in necessity

was

the same basic concern that has led othe rs to

focus

their

attention on the question of objectivity .
"Objec tivity"
However,

can be a slippery term with a wide range of

running

through all the variations of its use in

logical discussion is a common concern to exclude,

epistemo-

or at least l i mit,

e p is temi c d is tortions arising from the huma n subj e c t .
tor t ion s

meaning.

How t h e s e

are to be e x c l ud e d o r l i mited h a s bee n and remains a

di s ma tt e r

for debate leading to widely var i ant versions of objectivity .
For
the
hand,

Kan t objectivity is s e cured by the conformi t y o f our knowing t o
rul e s of a u ni v ersal structure of thoug ht.
ar g u e d

t ha t

ob jec ti vi ty i s sec ure d b y

Comte,

on the

r es tri cti ng

o ther

k nowl e dge

claims to the mathema ti c a l l y a n alysed result s of observat i ons obtained
by t he expe r imen tal me t hod;

a v i ew tha t r etains a widespread curren c y

14 5

in a popular view of the grounds of scientific objectivity.
Logical Positivism shifted attention to the logic of the language of
knowledge claims within an empiricist context;
by

the

objectivity is secured

strict conformity of the language of observation

specified logical rules;

reports

to

observation reports taken to be reports

of

unambiguous observations common to all subjects.
Scheffler

summarises reasonably well the tradition up to this point

when he describes the ideal of objectivity as "an ideal that
all

scientific

criteria,

statements to the test of independent

recognising

and

subjects
impartial

no authority of persons in the realm of cogni-

tion" (Scheffler,l967:1). Scheffler wrote in defence of this traditional

view

of objectivity.

particular.

and against the views of

Thomas

Kuhn

in

at a time when the authority of this traditional view was

crumbling.
This erosion of the traditional view did not mean the abandonment of
the search for objectivity, though those, like Scheffler, committed to
the traditional view tended to see it as such. It has meant, rather, a
significant shift in the conception of objectivity.
been

assumed

generally

Previously it had

that objectivity is a quality

attaching

knowledge claims on condition that those claims result from a
process conforming to specified criteria.
around,

to

knowing

Or, to put it the other way

there exist knowledge claims that, having been established on

objective grounds, will pass all specified tests of objectivity.
Popper

is

one of the most influential figures in the new

wave

of

epistemologists that have departed significantly from this traditional
view
about

of

objectivity,

though without establishing any new

what constitutes obje ctivity.

consensus

For Popper all knowledge

claims

are conjectures or guesses. Their objectivity consists in their criticizability (Popper,l979:136-7; 1980:44; 1983:48).
No longer is there an expectation that subjective distortions can be
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eliminated

so as to give us str ic tly objective knowledge

stateme nts.

All we can do is limit the distortion through rational criticism which
requir es

that we formulate our kno wl e dg e c laims explicitly in such

way

as t o facilitate their cr iticism.

our

k nowledge c laims will b e tt er a pprox imate ab sol ute

ever

attaining

dogmatic

it.

statements

a

ln this way we may expec t that
truth

wi thout

The distinc tion now becomes simply that

between

formulat e d

in such a way as

to

insulate

them

against intersubjective criticism and statements formulated in such

a

way as to invite such criticism.
Polanyi ,

appr oachi n g

the

question from a

different

perspective,

challenged the assumption that object i vity requires impersonal detac hme nt. For him the objectivity of knowledge not only allows but demands
the full involvement of the personality of the subject. Objectivity is
secured
personal
knowing

as

the involved subject strives

obligations
establishes

vii,viii,17).

''passionate~y

to universal standards" so
"contact with a

to fulfil

ensuring

his

that

our

hidden reality"

(Polanyi,l962:

Significantly, the warrant advanced for

such a view is

no longer a universal rationality but the author's personal allegiance
to a specified set of beliefs (Polanyi,l962 : viii).
In a more r ecen t work Deutscher (1983) denies that objectivity is in
any sense a quality of knowledge claims,

arguing instead that it is a

(possible) quality of the knowing subjec t.
disjunc tion

of

tive / o b j e c t i v e "
s c e ndin g
chall eng e

of

"personal"

sustained

the

"subj ec-

dis junc ti o n b y asser ting tha t o b j ec ti v ity is a

sub jectiv i ty.

Deut scher (198 3 : 41 , 129) goes

tra n -

further

to

t he disjunction o f "subjective" and " obj ective " by c laiming

that objectivity is ''a form ,
ity"

and "obj ective"

Polanyi, while denying the

a sty le, a n employment of o ur subjec ti v-

It is perhaps not surprising that De utscher denies

any

special

relation b e tween science and objectivity .
Then ,

of course , there is Feyerabend 's inversion of the traditional
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view of objectivity.
subjective

That view. in all its variants. sought to remove

distortion by bringing the individual subject under inter-

subjective controls of one kind or another.
that

it

is precisely these intersubjective controls imposed

individual that cause distortion.
secured

Feyerabend's argument

by

the

Objectivity. therefore. can only be

removing all such controls so that "anything

individual

on

is

goes";

the

subject is free to think and speak as he/she wishes with a

consequent infinite scope for variety. Variety of opinion. as a necessary feature of objective knowledge,

has

higher value than unanimity

which takes on negative value (Feyerabend,l965:178; 1975:35-46).
Throughout all its variations, then, the search for objectivity is a
search for a way to eliminate epistemic distortions due to the knowing
subject. The differences concern how this is to be achieved. Two other
epistemological
tivity;

the

goals are closely associated with the goal of

goal

of

intersubjective universality and the

objecgoal

of

maximum certitudinal value.
There

was

a time,

when rationalism reigned supreme.

that it

was

possible to pursue these goals in absolute terms. Objectivity could be
pursued

as

a total exclusion of subjective distortion

resulting

in

intersubjective unanimity of all rational persons concerning knowledge
statements having absolute truth value.
As

rationalism

has lost its dominant position - due

in

no

small

measure to its failure to secure the desired intersubjective unanimity
- there
who

has been a retreat from such absolute goals not only by those

have

defend it.
"No

abandoned

rationalism but also by those

who

continue

Deutscher (1983 : 17) goes rather too far when he says

one wants to have any truck with absolutes these days".

tainly talk of absolutes is out of favour.
of

who

contemporary
subordinate

It remains on the

philosophising to some
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kind

of

that

but cer-

philosophical discourse confined generally to
their

to

fringes
those

theological

dogmatics that requires cognitive absolutes.
With

this

retreat from absolutes the goal of objectivity

and

the

other two goals associa ted with it have undergone modification. Objec tivity becomes a matter of limiting or controlling subjective
tion,
to

whether

by Popper's rational criticism or Polanyi's commitment

un iversal standards or Feyerabe nd's abolition of

supra-individual

Intersubjective universality becomes a provisional consen-

authority.
sus

distor -

whether

based

on Popper's criteria for

preferred

theories

or

Polanyi's shared commitment or Feyerabend's democratic decision procedur es .

Maximum certitudi nal value ceases to be absolute certitude

to

bec ome

the

on

Popper's

highest

available degree of certitude whether

verisimilitude or Polanyi's fiduciary confidence

based
or

Feyer-

abend's pragmatic personal decision.
These three goals, closely associated with the question of objectivity

in

Anglo-saxon philosophical discussion,

also in Piagetian epistemology.

are fundamental

goals

That Piaget looked for the answers in

the direction of an understanding of necessity was due to the

differ-

ent philosophical context of his work.
The concern with objectivity in Anglo-saxon philosophy has its roots
in

the positivist tradition with its emphasis on knowledge statements

the status of which can be,

or are thought to be able to

be,

estab-

lished on subject-independent grounds. Consequently attention has been
focussed on the objectivity of knowledge statements.
Deutscher, it is true , has shifted attention away from the status of
k nowledge

s tatemen ts to tre a t objec t ivi ty a s a c l uste r

of

qualities

at t aching to the a ctio n of the subject. Yet even he remains infl uenced
by
t ion
the

t he posi t ivis t

t radition in that his posi t ion is adopted in

to the defi cienc i es h e finds i n that tradition ,

reac -

as appears from

pervasive polemic against the notion of objectivity developed

that tradi tion that characte rises his work.
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in

Piaget,

however, approaching the basic problems from within a quite

different
question

philosophical tradition,

has only limited interest in

of the objectivity of knowledge statements.

Beginning

the
from

the position that the knowing subject is the constructor of

knowledge

his

cognitive

concern is to identify mechanisms within the subject's

activity that will limit distortion and secure intersubjective universality with high certitudinal value. He ,looks for, and believes he has
found,

this mechanism of control in the conceptualisation of necessi-

ty.
It

is

important

to note carefully that it is the process

of

the

conceptualisation of necessity and not "necessity" as a function of an
articulated logical system that Piaget has in view.
tualising
system
have

activity of the subject and not the operation of

of logic that is his prime interest.

a

Although formal

an indispensable role at the more advanced levels of

the
in

It is the concep-

systems

knowledge,

necessity of which Piaget speaks acts as an objectifying
the subject's thought prior to all formalisation.

formal

control

It is a control

that is "natural" to thought.
So,

Piaget (1983:5) specifies in the opening sentence of his intro-

duction:

"In approaching the problem of necessity,

we have no inten-

tion

engaging

of

of

but

bringing

the

into connection with the evolution of the notion of the

necessary
<real>"

in a study of modal logic,

("En

abordant le

probl~me

du ndcessaire,

nous

n'avons

pas

!'intention de faire une etude des logiques modales, mais de mettre le
en relation avec !'evolution de la notion du <reel>").

necessaire
In

this

connection

there is a link with Kant in the

notion

objectivity is dependent on a necessity originating in the thought
the subject (Kant,1933:126-140,218-233,247-25 2).
however,
tainly

lacks

returned to what Popper
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of

Piagetian necessity,

the a priori character of Kantian necessity.

does not mean that Piaget

that

It cer-

calls

the

"new way of ideas" of Locke.

Berkeley and Hume - a method that Popper

claims Kant also employed (Popper,1980:17,22).
tant
of

The point is an impor-

one since the application of the term "genetic" to this "new way
ideas"

(Popper,l980:17) can readily lead to the

conclusion

that

Piaget's "genetic epistemology" is a return to that way of approaching
epistemological questions.
The "new way of ideas" set ou t to understand knowledge by the analysis of an existent body of ideas or notions and trace their origins in
the

conscious thought of the subject.

more
of

The Piagetian approach has

use for such an analysis of ideas than it does for the
language as a way of resolving

cesses

of

conceptualisation

mechanisms,

or

subject

not conscious

These

is

functioning,

epistemolog~cal

are

of the subject's thought of

(Piaget,l970a:3-4;

analysis

problems.

that interested Piaget

no

The prothe

inner

which

197lb:12-l3;

cannot be identified by a logical analysis of either

the

1977:6).
ideas

or

language, which are results of human intelligence, but only by experimental

studies designed to uncover the inner structure and

functions

of that intelligence. One of the last works published in Piaget's name
(Piaget,1983)

details

a series of such experiments directed

to

the

question of the conceptualisation of necessity.
Piaget

argued that one of the principal results of this research is

that

necessity is not ''an observable given in the objects" or a

con-

cept

emanating from "objective facts".

from

obs ervations
ity''
tions,

All that can be derived

is an inductive generalisation or " extensional

but never a necessity .
for example ,

general-

We can conc lude on the basis of observa-

that a ball "always" rolls down an inclined sur-

face and neve r "u p'', but this is no more than an extensional generalisation from "n" observations.

It does n o t cons t itute a necessity that

the ball roll down (Piaget ,1983: 163- 164).
The

confusion

of empi r ical gene ra lity wit h the necessary leads

to

"pseudo-necessities" that hinder the growth of science.
necessities
so.

or

may arise from assuming that what exists

from

These pseudois

necessarily

a confusion of the factual and the normative or from

conception of the world.

a

or world view. tied to religious conceptions

of a certain kind (Piaget 0 1983:5-6 0 Piaget & Garcia 0 1983:73).
While

these

pseudo-necessities

are characteristic

of

the

early

thought of the child they may also be present in adult thought. and by
imposing their constraints on scientific thought create insurmountable
barriers to its advance. A prime example of this. according to Piaget.
is

Aristotelian

physics which imposed false limitations

that persisted for centuries.
not

on

science

The fault with Aristotelian physics was

that Aristotle failed to make observations of nature but was

due

to the "pseudo-necessities". with associated "pseudo-impossibilities".
that functioned as epistemological presuppositions in the "reading" of
the

experience of nature and the use made of observations

&

(Piaget

Garcia 0 1983:73-74).
Aristotle did base his physics on empirical observation of
bodies.

The

errors

occured because.

physical

proceeding from these

initial

observations by reasoning with rigorous internal logic. he constructed
a

system

in

which the generality of these

universal necessity

observations

becomes

a

making any contrary occurence an impossibility -

and the factuality of the observations is taken as normative (Piaget &
Garcia 0 1983:57-74).
In short. it was not the failure to observe that was the basic cause
of

the

ternally
the

deficiency of Aristotelian physics but the faulty though
consistent logic of the conceptual structure which

way the observations were made and subsequently

particular.

it

dealt

was the construction of pseudo-necessity and

in-

directed
with.

In

pseudo-

impossibility on the basis of the factual generality of observations.
It is not denied that the observations on which Aristotelian physics
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was based were limited and that,
is

from a 20th century perspective,

it

clear that other simple observations would have been sufficient to

invalidate

the physi c s based on those initial

limited

observations.

What

is argued is that it was neither an inability nor an

ness

to give a proper place to empirical observation in science

led

Aristotle,

and others who followed him,

unwilling-

to maintain a

that

physical

theory in the face of clear empirical evidence that refuted it. Rather
the

pseudo-necessities

empirical

generated by a rigorous internal

logic

from

observations tied to a certain conception of the world

metaphysics

- a

- led to the dismis sal of any counter-evidence from other

observations as an impossibility.
The

importance

of this for contemporary debate about the

theories in science will be evident.
physical
has

science

role

Piaget certainly maintains

has advanced since Aristotle and that this

been achieved by a progressive elimination of

of
that

advance

pseudo-necessities

(Piaget & Garcia,1983:75). However, he was no scientific utopian. What
has

happened once may well happen again.

pseudo-necessities

in

prevented

physicists

empirical

evidence

Just as the

embodiment

the scientific theory of Aristotelian
for

centuries from recognising

the

as refutation of the theory so it may

of

physics
force

do

for

of
a

contemporary scientific theory.
There

is an important difference in this respect between Piaget and

Popper to which Garcia draws at t ention when he says:

"Experiments

do

no t r ef ute the o r etica l systems . A s y stem is re f uted by a not h e r s yst e m"
(Garc i a, l98 3 : 3 9).
wh e n
ki lled

he

says :

Garcia repre s e n ts t he d if f e r ence too s i mp l i sti cal l y
"The h i s t ory o f s c ienc e sho ws that t h eorie s

by n e ga ti ve e x pe rimen t s as mai nta ine d by Po pper ••• "

1983:13).

While

are

no t

( Garci a,

Popper certainly clai ms a role for empirical refu t a-

tion in theory c hange he acknowledges that a theory may persist in the
f ace of e mp i r ical r ef utation and tha t the e me r gen ce of an

al tern a ti ve

theory is necessary for theory change (Popper,l980:42;
Nevertheless,
Popper

at

there

are

1983:xxi-xxv).

significant differences between Piaget

the point indicated by Garcia,

though

complex than is suggested by Garcia's comment.

and

considerably

more

These differences will

be discussed in detail later.
If

human

thought,
ions

thought,

including

the

most

sophisticated

scientific

can be clouded by pseudo-necessities how are these

to be removed?

It is clear that this cannot be achieved by

amount of observations,
systematic

rigour,

distortany

even if these are conducted with the greatest

since necessity is not an empirical given.

Mult-

iplying observations, in itself, can lead at best only to inductive or
extensional generalisations and,

at worst,

to the multiplication

of

pseudo-necessities through the confusion of generality with necessity,
fact with norm. However we categorise Piagetian epistemology it is not
inductivist.
The

removal

concomitant
more

of

the distortions of

pseudo-necessities

and

their

pseudo-impossibilities is dependent on the development of

adequate

structures of the subject's thought which

subject to read the observations more objectively,

enable

the

that is to say, in

better agreement with the objects. An essential feature of this development is the differentiation of the real, the possible and the necessary.
In the initial human experience,
history of science,
as

there

Possibility

is

both in the individual and in

there is no differentiation of these three,

no differentiation of the factual

and

the

the
just

normative.

and necessity are taken to be qualities of external real-

ity as observed by the subject. Possibilities are simply extensions of
existing states of affairs in the experienced reality and

necessities

consist in taking what is as what must be (Piaget,l983b:5-7,170-171).
This

situation changes as the assimilative schemes of the subject's
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thought are extended, engendering possibilities as givens of the logical

structure

of

the subject's thought

integrated

in

inferential

necessities. A possibility is no longer merely a possibility of extending reality as given in observation but a possibility of transforming
reality

so that it becomes other than that given

in

observation.

A

neces si ty no longer attaches to wl1at is as given in observation but to
the

constraints

integrative

imposed on the transformation of that given

inferential logic of the subject's thought

by

the

(Piaget,l983:

163-173).

A full discussion of this aspec t of Piagetian theory would require a
separate

study.

For the present purpose the important point is

that

the source of necessity according to Piaget is not external reality as
observed

by the subject.

Any attempt to locate it there will produce

pseudo-necessity with consequent cognitive distortion.
sity

arises

entailing

from the logical integration of

logical

necessitations

in the

the

Genuine neces-

subject's

reading

of

thought

observations.

Necessity is a product of the logic of thought .
Yet

the interactionist nature of the logic of thought in

epistemology

separates the Piagetian view of necessity from

versions

necessity.

that

of

idealist

Necessity is not an a priori law of

is subsequently imposed on experience of external

accommodation

Piagetian

thought

reality.

of thought to a reality external to and independent

thought is an indispensable factor in the logic of thought from
neces sity

is

The

generated

(see the entire d iscussion

in

of

which

section

2.5

above).
It

is

also important to remember,

i n t h i s connection,

logi cal

integration of the subject's though t

with

formal system of log i c .

a

structure
never

of

is not to be

It relate s to the

that

iden t ified

internal

logical

tho ught which is formalised in logical systems

to be confounded with such formali sation.
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It is not

this

but
a

is

formal

logical system but the logic internal to the subject's thought that is
normative for knowledge.
Further,
a

necessity is never an absolute necessity. All necessity is

conditional

growth

necessity

which,

in the never-ending spiral

of knowledge requires its own surpassing

necessity
their

opens the door on a new world of

integration create new necessities.

ways

a

provisional

of

the

(depassement).

possibilities

Each

which,

in

Epistemic necessity is alprocess

of

necessitation in a knowing subject in interaction with the objects

to

be known.

necessity resulting from a

dynamic

Therefore "there exist no apodictic judgments considered as

intrinsically

necessary" ("il n'existe pas de jugements

apodictiques

en tant qu'intrinsequement necessaires 11 Piaget,l983:173).
it

must be remembered that the construction of a new

Yet,

again

necessity

does

not mean abandoning the old but incorporating it in a richer necessity
(Piaget, 1983b:l67-173).
The

evolution

of

the necessary. in the logical

structure

of

the

subject's thought plays a crucial role in the construction of scientific

theories.

Piaget

rejects the positivist notion that science

merely descriptive of facts and the laws that connect
as the most highly developed form of knowledge,
tions.

Scientific

beyond

description

theories
and

are explanatory in

them.

is

Science,

must furnish explanacharacter;

they

a simple collation of observations

to

go
give

"reasons" that explain why the facts are as we observe them.
In

doing so,

theories go beyond the observed facts

and

inductive

generalisation from the facts. They place the facts within a deductive
framework with its necessary relations; "to identify the reason of any
reality,
quently
mere

formal or real,

to rely on a d e duct ive model" (Piage t,l973:7).

description

element

is to show that it is necessary, and conse-

of

and

move toward explanation we must

necessity (Piaget,l970:112).
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The inner

To go

be yond

introduce

s t ructure

of

an
a

theory,

then,

subjec t

yet developed by the subject only i n interaction with objects

is a structure of deductive necessity, supplied by the

external to the subject,

that co-ordinates the facts in a

systematic

explanation (Piaget,1975 : 179-180; 1970:112; 1983:7).
Th eories
that

not only provide a systematic e x planation of

goes

beyond a mere description of laws.

framework

for

the formulation of the ques ti ons

(Piaget,1977:321).
then,

is

well

contribution
supported
inner

The

indispensable

obs er vations

They provide also
to

be

investigated

role of theories

recognised in Piagetian ep i stemology.

in
A

science,

distinctive

of Piagetian epistemology in t his respect is the

by

experimental psychology,

the

that these theories

claim,
have

structure of deductive necessity founded in the logical

an

struc-

ture of the subject's thought.
The

development of necessity as a deductive necessity

advances the objectivity of knowledge in two respects.
distortion
reality

of

the

embodying

observation
reality;

of

It removes the

elementary perception of reality as
all possibility.

At the same time

thought,

a

necessary

the

subject's

of reality is enhanced because it is a better

understood

the object is no longer a mere observable but is an

able within an intelligible framework,

observ-

an " interpreted reality''. This

ever improving understanding of reality that characterises the advance
of

scientific knowledge results not only i n a better analysis of

objec ts

the

but in an enriched empirical abstra ction of properties of the

objects ;

the

subjec t

is able to i dentify

by

observation

negelcted properties of objects. The ob j ec t s are better
obj ec tivit y (Piage t,l975:103-104;

1977:320-322;

kno~~

hitherto
in their

1981:183-184;

1983:

173).
The

scientis t immersed in theoretical models can readily forget the

role that theoretical interpretations founded in the deduc tive

neces -

sity of thought play not only in the construct ion of hypotheses but in
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the experimental observations themselves. Yet their role is indispensable

in

securing the impressive increase in both the number and

precision

of observations of contemporary

science

the

(Piaget,1977:321-

322).
While

it

seems

clear enough in what sense the

growing

necessity of the subject's thought is held to enhance the
of knowledge does it not simply lead us back,
nology.

to

deductive
objectivity

with a different termi-

Kant's noumenal/phenomenal distinction?

Since the objec-

tivity that is secured is an objectivity of an interpreted reality and
not of reality as it is,

is it not clearly a purely phenomenal objec-

tivity drawn from the structure of the subject's thought that tells us
nothing about the reality of material objects in themselves?
Piaget
it

with

contrast

recognised the possibility of this objection and replied

to

a

in

decided negative on the ground that

to

Kant,

the object is not an

in

"unknowable

his

theory,

and

immutable

noumenon" but is a reality directly experienced by the subject that is
increasingly

better known by the subject through the subject's cogni-

tive activity. While the subject never gains absolute knowledge of the
object - since the better it becomes known the more complex it becomes
- the

subject

does have genuine knowledge of the object

sively better approximations (Piaget,1983:173;

in

succesPiaget &

1966-67:163;

Garcia,1983:34-35).
Undoubtedly

this distinguishes Piaget's position sharply from

that

of Kant. A reality that is known by successively better approxi mations
without

reaching an absolute is very different to

noumenon.

However

ledge

successively

as

Kant's

unknowable

the question still remains how this view of
be tter approximations to the real i ty

knowof

the

object is to be rec onc il e d with Pi age t's d e s c r i ption of the p r oce ss o f
knowing as a constructive activity in which objectivity is secured
conforming

by

knowledge to the deductive necessity of the logical struc-
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turc of the subject's th ought.
contrary
ject

In spite of Piagct's assertions to the

does not such a cognitive process ne cessarily lead the

sub-

away from the object to a logical construct of the subject's own

thought imposed on the worl d of observed objects?
That

Piaget

did not appear to regard this as

a

question

needing

serious discussion is no doubt due to the fact that he was so immersed
in

the

answer
from

interactionism

that is basic to his

seemed to him self-evident.
outside

epistemology

that

Yet for many who view the

matter

Piaget's genetic epistemology the significance of

interac tionism

the

that is at the very heart of that epistemology is

this
the

easiest thing in the world to miss.
In

Piaget's writings terms like "cause" a nd "causality" recur

que ntly
the

in connec tion with the physical sciences.

dangers

in

the use of this terminolog y but

Piaget
chose

fre-

recognised
to

use

it,

without metaphysical connotations, as a syno nym for "physical explanation".
the

Whether he was wise in adopting thi s terminology he did so for

important

explanation

reason that he wished to di s tinguish

clearly

between

in the deductive sciences - log ic and mathematics - which

he saw as a matter of furnishing purely deductive ''reasons" and explanation in the physical sciences which he saw as requiring
between

logico-mathematical

deduction and observations

interaction
of

physical

reality (Piaget,l973:7-12).
The

nature of this interaction is well i l lustrated in the construc-

tion of physical models. On the one hand such a mode l cannot be simply
a deductive construction of thought imposed on the objects; i t must be
adapted , fitted to the facts , as the observa tions of physical objects.
On the other hand,
by

Su ppe

it is not an "iconic" mo d el of the kind

(1977:97);

described

it is not simply a structure isomorphic to

the

object s as observed but provides logi co-mat h ematical schema constructed by the subject into which the objects can be fitte d.

Piaget

summarises

this

situation by saying

that

an

explanatory

physical model must do more than exhibit a logico-mathematical
ture

that is applied to physical objects;

that

a

it must be of such a

kind

"structure" isomorphic to the model can be attributed to

physical objects.
is

struc-

It adds to the objects but in such a way that

added is adapted to the already structured nature of the

In other words,

the
what

objects.

it is not any and every logico-mathematical structure

that can serve as a physical model but only one that fits the physical
objects in question.

Such a model is neither the product of deductive

thought imposed on observations of physical objects nor a reproduction
or

likeness

selves.

It

of the structures of those objects as they are in
is the product of a fully reciprocal interaction

thembetween

logico-mathematically structured thought and propertied objects
to

be an adequate model,

the

structure

of

thought

that,

must conform to the deductive necessity
in such a way as to

fit

the

of

propertied

physical objects (Piaget,1970:113; 1973:12-18; 1975:60).
To use a characteristically Piagetian terminology the
matical

structures

logico-mathe-

of thought provide the form of the model and

observations of physical objects the content.

the

But then it is vital to

remember that the content is not an indeterminate content that can

be

moulded to any form whatsoever but is a content of propertied particulars

whose propertied existence is wholly independent of thought with

its

logico-mathematical structures.

In short,

the objects

are

not

formless content but already formed particulars.
The
is

a

form supplied by the logico-mathematical structures of
co-ordinative form that co-ordinates these propertied

thought
particu-

lars.

On the one hand. placing the objects within these co-ordinative

forms

enriches them by the attribution to them of co-ordinative

pro-

perties that enables them to be better known. On the other hand, since
the

properties of their particularity are always
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conserved.

neither

destroyed

nor modified in the transformations that result from

incorporation in the s e co-ordinative structures,

their

the form supplied by

thought must be adapt e d to the propertied charact e r of the obj ec ts

to

be co-ordinated.
The situation i s some wh at analogo us to th e builde r of a hous e who on
the one hand co-ordinat e s the materials according t o an archit e chtural
plan

and on the other hand must employ a plan that fits the materials

to be used.
The constructive cognitive processes of Piageian epistemology, then,
do

not

lead u s away from the objects of our

constructions
write:

"The

must

be

s i n ce

the

Piage t

can

essentially a theory of

the

ad a pt e d to these objects.

the o r y of knowledge is •••

adaptation of thought to reality,

Henc e

even if this adaptation reveals

the

final count •••

and

the objects" (Piaget,l970b:35).

matical

observation

an inextr icable interaction between the

subject

The development of logico-mathe-

structures of thought as co-ordinat ive structures

attributed

to phy s ical objects advances our knowledge of those objects by
cing
and

enhan-

our powers of observation not only thr ough increasing the
quality

range

of our observations but also t hrough ensuring that

achieve an increasingly closer fit with reality (" •••
derables

in

en nombre absolu ainsi qu'en qual i te,

progres

they
consi-

autrement d i t en ade-

quation au reel." - Piaget,l977:320-321).
While Piaget did not regard the d e ductive necess i t y o f t hought as i n
itself
of

sufficien t

to s e cure obje c t i vity - he s p eaks of t h e n eed

i n t e rsubject i ve experimental control s (P i aget , 1970: 45- 47) -

also

it does

play a cent r a l a nd crucial ro l e in securing the t hree g oa ls a ssociated
with ob j ec t i v ity .
It eliminates the distortion tha t arises from the subjective

c o nfu-

sion o f t h e r eal , the possib l e and the nec e s sary , e na bli ng th e object s
to

be

obs e rve d

with i n a c o-ord i n ative f rame wor k tha t
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e n h a nce s

a nd

sharpens our powers of observation; it secures intersubjective universality

by

the

common

to

all subjects at the same level

quality

tying of knowledge to a deductive necessity

of rational,

resultant

knowledge

if provisional.
gives

it the

of

development;

that

is

and

the

necessity that attaches to the

highest

attainable

certitudinal

value.

2.8 REALISM WITHOUT EMPIRICISM
The

one

issue that provoked vigorous debate in my

personnel
early

of

discussions

the Centre international d'Epistemologie

genetique

1985 was the significance of the "realist" element in

epistemology.

While

in

Piaget's

no one would deny that there was such an element

in Piaget's writings some contended that it was an incidental
of

with

feature

his thought that could be abandoned without altering the fundamen-

tal character of his epistemology.
that

it

One even went so far as to suggest

was an alien vestige in Piaget's thought that

needs

to

be

eliminated if the true value of his epistemology is to be realized.
This point of view, it seems to me. is fundamentally mistaken, especially in its more extreme form. If pursued I believe it will lead not
merely
ogy

to a refinement of Piagetian epistemology but to an epistemol-

that differs in quite fundamental respects from the

epistemology

expounded by Piaget.
Clara Dan (1971:43-44),

in a positive evaluation of Piaget's

work,

maintains that one of his great achievements was the definitive separation

of

realist

realism

from empiricism with the result

that

value" of human knowledge is firmly established.

"the
It is

final
this

decisive separation of realism from empiricism that makes it so difficult
arable

for the philosopher who i s conditioned to see realism as
from

some form of empiricism to take

the

Piagetian

inseprealism

seriously.
The difficulty a r ises because it is usual for an e mpiricist realism,
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in

Dan's words,

"to define realism by the minimalisation of the role

of the know i ng subjec t''. The question then arises h ow a construc tivist
epist e molog y
can

that gives a key formative rol e to the

be reali s t?

of realism,

knowing

subje c t

It appe ars on the most usual 20th c entury con c eption

at least in the Eng lish- spe aking world,

to be c ont r ad ic -

tory.
The term "realism'' ha s been applied with differing connotations to a
number
pose

of different philosophical position s but for the present
I

us e

ma i n tai ns
that

is

the

th e term t o d e scribe an

v i ew that there exists a

known by the subject,

me,

pos i tion

sub j ect- i ndepende nt

functioning as a

control in the subject's knowing.
to

epistemological

purthat

reality

subject-independent

This is a definition that, it seems

fits satisfactorily most of the epistemological positions

to

which the term has generally been applied. It should be noted that the
subject-independent reality need not be a
equally

well

ualism,

for example,

sensible reality;

be an intelligible reality.

Hence Platonic

it

may

intellect-

is a realism that takes transcendent Ideas as a

subject-independent reality that is known by the subject,

functioning

as a subje ct- independent cognitive control.
In

modern

times Kantian idealism involved a decisive rejection

all forms of realism;

the cognitive objects and controls are entirely

internal

to

the knowing subject.

rea l i sm,

at

least in the Eng li sh-speaking world,

n a ntly

e mp i ri c ist

of

The

post-Kantian

reassertion

has been

i n n a tur e with t h e re s ul t that it h as b e e n

of

p redomiwi d e l y

as sumed t hat empiri c ism and r eal i sm go toge t her as the alt ernative

to

idealism.
Modern

empirici s t realism rests on t h e c l aim that a class of obser-

vation s can be i dentified in which the re is an imme d i at e and

r e liable

sensory registration in the sub j ect of cogn i t i ve d ata about p r ope r tied
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objects existing independently of the subject.
Piaget rejects this claim, appealing to experimental evidence in his
support.

He maintains,

ject-interpreted
require

a

on the contrary, that all observation is sub-

observation.

Even the most elementary

observations

co-ordinative scheme supplied by the subject in

order

to

read information from objective reality (Piaget,1970b:80-109).
Two

possible

point.

misconceptions

Firstly,

the

need to be guarded

the

ferent,

Piaget is not

subject brings a conceptual structure as

framework

of observation.
for

at

this

co-ordinative scheme supplied by the subject is

not to be identified with a conceptual scheme.
that

against

example,

the

arguing

interpretive

His position in this respect is quite dif-

from

that taken by the

psychologist

Rudolph

Arnheim who argues that every percept is a primitive concept (Arnheim,
1969:13-36).

While

the co-ordinative scheme supplied by the

subject

ultimately develops a conceptual character, in its most primitive form
it is simply the co-ordination of the subject's

sen~ory-motor

activity

(Piaget,l977:5-6).
Secondly,

Piaget's

position is not to be confused with any of

various theories - including Popper's dispositional knowledge
- of

the theory-ladenness of observations.

argument

observations;
framework
retain
world

these

for

accompanying

theories

interpreting the observations.

provide

critical

as such,

points,

an

accompanying
co~ceptual

the

Observations

their character as registers of information about
and,

version

"Theory-ladenness" is

for the recognition of a component of theories

the

however,

the

object

are able to force a revision of the theories at

whether

that critical point is

Popper's

decisive

falsification or Kuhn's paradigm failure.
Piaget's argument,
themselves.
that

however,

concerns the structure of observations

It is not that observations are "laden" with theories but

observation

itself has a structure supplied
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by

the

observing

subject
world.
only

that enables the subject to read information from the
Without

a

such

su c cession

obje c t

a structure we would not have observations
of disconnected sensations from

which

we

but
would

obtain no information about the object world.
Be cause of the inadequa c y of the co-ordinative structure of observation

the subject's most primitive observations ar e distorted observa-

tions

yielding information about the object world that is

incomplete

and,

in significant respects, misleading. As the subject's co-ordina-

tive

framework

with

the object world the d i stortions are progress i vely removed

for observation is further developed

in

interaction
from

observation allowing a reading of the object world with greater
tration

and accuracy.

scientific

thought,

The logico-mathematical framework employed
being

the most highly developed

available enables us to read the object world with

object

pene-

framework

in
yet

including the human as

unparallelled accuracy and p enetrating power

(Piaget,

1970:55; 1975:103; 1977:321-322).
If

Piaget

empiricist
tering

is right in this understanding of observation

then

criterion of an unproblematic base of observations

information about the object world cannot secure the

between knowledge and objective reality that

the

regisrelation

is required for a realist

account of knowledge. No such unproblematic observational base exists.
Empiricism's simplistic view of the nature of observation frustrates a
clear

understanding

observational
l edge
words,

of the necessary cond i tions

for

the

reading of the object world that is essential if

is to be k nowledge of a subject-independent r ea l i ty.
a

effective

r eali st account o f knowl e dge is possible on l y on

know-

In

other

condi t ion

t h at we reject the b asic assumpt i on of empiricism .
In shor t,
of

P iaget has offered a c l e ar and l ogica l ly coh erent a ccount

the relati o n b e tween

dispenses

with

kn owl~d g e

and obje c tive r ea lit y that no t onl y

emp iri ci sm b u t ma k es empir i c i sm inc ompat i bl e
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wi th

a

realist account of knowledge. Whether or not we are prepared to accept
Piaget's
it

is

account is another matter to be discussed further later
clear that what he offers is,

genuinely

in

every

important

but

sense,

a

realist account of knowledge and not some strange infertile

hybrid.
There is,

of course, an important ontological shift involved in the

Piagetian

detachment of realism from empiricism.

view

stability of knowledge depends on invariance in the

the

On

any

empiricist
object

world. On the Piagetian view the stability of knowledge depends on the
stability, but not invariance, of the subject's structures for reading
the object world.

Reality becomes a transformational reality that

is

always open to transformation through the action of the subject.
In

this

position
world.

respect Piaget undoubtedly followed closely
that "

Beyond

Brunschvicg's

knowledge constitutes a world that is for us
this there is nothing;

a thing that would

be

the

beyond

knowledge would be by definition the inaccessible, the indeterminable,
which

is

to

say

that

it

would

be

equivalent

to

nothing"

(Brunschvicg,l964:2). Reality is the known. The Kantian noumenal world
is abolished.
Objective
the

reality

is of such a kind that it is not merely read

by

knowing subject but undergoes an enriching transformation in

the

subject's knowing of it. It is a reality susceptible to change through
the

subject's action on it,

important
result

to

note

including cognitive action.

that whatever transformation it

Yet

it

undergoes

is

as

a

of the subject's action it always retains without modification

the properties intrinsic to it as a reality independent of the subject
(Piaget,l983:171).
conserving
tion.

in

This

stitutes

the

The transformation it undergoes enriches it

its entirety all that it was prior to the

stable

core of properties intrinsic to the

object as a reality remaining always
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while

transformaobject

external

to

conand

independent

of the subject however extensively it may be enriched

by

the subject's cognitive activity.
For

those nurtured in an empiricist view of r ea lity Piagetian real-

ity will appear a strange reality indeed.

Suc h may well wish to

give

rea sons for rejec ting the Piagetian view of reality; to be satisfactory,

however, any rejection of this view will need to give a satisfac-

tory

alternative

ac c ount

of the experimental data on

relies to support his view.

which

Piaget

However, any such arguments are arguments

for rejecting Piaget's ac c ount of realism and not for denying that his
position is realist.
Piaget

himself

"realist".
ting

factor

to

he

position

in the development of

mathematical

knowledge

(Piaget,

However, in his parallel discussion of physical know-

charges Brunschvicg with failing to give sufficient weight

the compelling realism with which we are confronted in a study

biological knowledge.
between

(Piaget,

logico-mathematical

this connection.

Hence,

1974a:314). The Piagetian distinction

and physical knowledge is

but with regard to physical,

knowledge has a realist character (See

science

of

important

in

With regard to logico-mathematical knowledge Piaget

wants to banish realism;
knowledge,

as

Indeed he speaks of the influence of realism as a distor-

l973b:26l-346).
ledge,

was not accustommed to describing his

"is

neither

purely

realist

nor

or empirical,

Piaget,l974a:336).
purely

idealist"

(Piaget,l973b: 48).
The

realism of Piagetian epist e mology is certainly neither a simp le

rea lism n o r the kind o f empiricist realism as sociated with the
ivist tradit ion.

Nevertheless ,

posit -

Pi.aget ' s p osition certainly satisfies

the criteria of realism wh ich I st ipulated above and wh ich , I sugges t,
clearly links his realism with other philosophical positions that have
been regarded as realist . It seems , therefore , appropriate to speak o f
the realism of hi s epistemology.
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However.

I

have no desire to argue over terminology for

its

own

sake. If others want to dispute the appropriateness of the description
"realist"
vided

I would have little inclination to debate the

that

point.

what I prefer to call the "realist" element in

epistemology is clearly recognised.

pro-

Piagetian

Any attempt to remove that

"rea-

lism".

by whatever name we may call it.

will require the most funda-

mental

change at the very heart of Piagetian epistemology leading not

merely

to

modification but to the complete

reconstruction

of

that

epistemology.
An indispensable component of empirical knowledge in Piagetian epistemology is that gained by empirical abstraction in which knowledge is
knowledge

of properties of physical objects that exist as

particulars
possess

independently of the subject's knowing.

these

properties prior to our knowing but

propertied

Not only do they
these

remain unchanged as properties of these objects at the most

properties
sophisti-

cated possible level of our knowing (Piaget,l977:6-7). The development
of

more sophisticated structures of thought enhances and sharpens our

powers

of empirical abstraction but it does not supersede them

as

a

source of empirical knowledge.
With regard to observations of the physical world Piaget argues that
the

subject reads two distinct classes of objective

class
wholly

consists

of inalienable properties of

independent of the subject;

properties.

propertied

One

particulars

the second consists of co-ordina-

tive properties initiated in the co-ordination of the subject's cognitive actions and attributed to objects.
Not

only

is the first of these dependent on a realist

some sort but so also is the second.
it

is

obvious

abstraction

that the re c an no longer be a

must

reduce to no more than
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of

Discard all forms of realism and
cognit i ve

properties of particulars independent of the subject;
ical

account

an

reading

of

Piaget's empirabstraction

from

phenomena

experienced

by the subject.

In that case all

distinction

between inalienable properties of the object and properties attributed
to tl1c object must disappear, or at least be seriously blurred.
But the basis for the attributability of co-ordinative properties to
objects also disappears if we discard the realism of Piaget. It is not
any and every co-ordinative property that is attributable

indis c rimi-

nately to any and every object but only those that fit, those that are
adapted to, the objects in question (Piaget,l970:113; 1973:12-18). But
in

order

to determine whether the properties fit the objects

are attributable to them - we must have some knowledge of the
!~dependently

- i.e.
objects

of properties to be attributed to them. Remove the real-

ist element from Piagetian epistemology and the door is firmly shut to
any

such knowledge so that there is no way to determine the attribut-

ability of co-ordinative properties.
Even

this does not end the reconstruction that Piagetian epistemol-

ogy must undergo if Piaget's realism is discarded.
development

The theory of

of the cognitive structures of the subject - the

mathematical

structures of thought - themselves will have to

the

logicobe

re-

worked

in a way that will leave little but an empty shell of Piaget's

theory.

The development of the cognitive structures of the subject in

Piagetian epistemology depends on interaction between the subject
a

physical reality independent of the subject.

The requirement

and
that

the structures of the subject accommodate to the physical reality that
exists

independently of the subject is an indispensable fa c tor in the

dev elopme nt of t he se stru ctures ,
is

who lly in t ernal to the

e v en though t he con s truc tion it se lf

s ubj ec t's

t hough t .

( P iag e t,l966- 7 :17-1 8 ;

1968:51- 5 3 ; 1970b:l09; 19 75 : 12-4 9 ).
If
we

we dis ca rd the re a list el e me nt from Piaget i a n epi s t e mol ogy
will

object

have

to repl ac e the Piaget i an interaction

of

subject

t hen
and

with an interplay between different eleme nts within the cogni-
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tive

structure of the subject without known relation to any

subject-

independent reality. This is an epistemological change of a most fundamental kind.
The realism, of Piagetian epistemology, by whatever name we call it,
is

in no sense peripheral but central.

Piaget himself declared

that

the problem of the relations between subject and object is the central
issue

of epistemology (Piaget,1968:51).

reducible
subject

to
but

a
is

"Object" for Piaget

is

not

consciousness

of

the

a structured reality existing independently

of

the

phenomenal object within the

subject (Piaget,l979:10,109). It is possible, of course, to retain the
Piagetian

terminology while discarding the realism but in

that

case

the very heart of the epistemology will have to be restructured.
The
is

difficulty that many have in taking Piaget's realism

that

with

it requires a significant shift in

seriously

fundamental

conceptions

which we have become accustomed in this connection.

This situa-

tion is well illustrated by criticism offered by Wartofsky in relation
to

the

correspondence

between knowledge and

reality

in

Piagetian

epistemology.
Wartofsky (1982:487-493) refers to Piaget's argument that the structures

of

structures

knowledge are not copies of
"more

reality

but

transformational

or less isomorphic to transformations

of

reality"

(Piaget.l970c:15). He suggests that this is no more than a "rhetorical
realism" since it begs the question of correspondence.
How,
to

he asks, can we know that cognitive transformations correspond

reality if we know reality only by means of these transformations?

He goes on to argue that any isomorphism can only be among the
tive

structures

of the subject and not between these and

cogni-

"reality'',

"since this is precisely what we cannot know".
This
tian

entirely misses the point of the interactive nature of
epistemology.

Piage-

Wartofsky's argument remains bound to the empiri-
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cist

conception that reality external to the subject can be known

the

subject

and/or

•

polarity

in whi c h cognition eithe r corresponds to

an

obj ec tive

external to the subject because it registers that reality

is independently of the subjec t or it constructs cognitive

tures

independently

that reality.
except
ject

of

It remains lock e d within the empiricism/mentalist intellectual-

reality
it

objects

properties of objec ts that remain unchan g ed in our knowing

the m.
ism

only by a simple registration in the subject of

by

of objective reality which it then

struc-

projects

on

Hence, since Piaget insists that we cannot know reality

by employ i n g in s t r uments o f cognition construc ted by the
Wartofsky

concluding

as

assigns him to the

mentalist

intellectualism

subpole,

as a result that his realism can be no more than a "rheto-

rical realism".
Yet

it

is

precisely this polarity that Piaget

interactionist
that

conception of cognition.

rejects

Only by recognising this

we are able to view Piagetian epistemology outside

cism/mentalist

with

the

his
so

empiri-

intellectualism polarity can we do justice to his rea-

lism as more than a mere "rhetorical realism".
In this Piagetian interactionist conception objects external to
subjec t
ject's

that

exist as propertied objects independently of

knowing are primary objects of cognitive

activity.

the

the
sub-

Empirical

knowledge must match this objective reality. However this match is not
obtained

by means of sense data,

observat ion

of o bjec ts,

information received in a

that gi v e the subjec t the p rop e r ties o f

o bject s

a s basic c ogniti v e d a t a .

o bjects

onl y

d est ro y~ ng

the

The subjec t k nows t h e properties o f

by a c ting on the o bjects ,

ob jects wi t h o ut

detached

a c tion that

t r ansforms

the

their intrinsic prop erties . In t his cogn it-

ive activity the subject transforms the objects by enriching them with
new

propert i es while t h e o bjec ts i n turn cons train the subject b y the

requ i rement

that the subject's c o g n i tive
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tran sformations

matc h,

or

fit,

the nature of the objects.

ledge

We know that our structures of know-

are isomorphic to reality only by their fit with reality in our

acting on the objects of reality.
Piagetian reality is neither an empirical given nor a mere intellectual construct.

It is the product of an interaction between the

con-

structive activity of the subject that transforms and enriches reality
and

the

reality of propertied objects external to the subject

provide the subject-independent base to which the subject's

which

construc-

tive activity is responsive.
Piaget in no way asserts,

as Wartofsky claims,

objects as a subject-independent reality.
such

On the contrary, it is just

objects that function as the "limit" for ail our empirical know-

ledge;
do

that we cannot know

as "limit" we never know objective reality exhaustively but we

know

it _truly in successive

1983:173).

What

approximations

(Piaget,1979:10,109;

he does maintain is that we can know

these -objects

only

as our actions in relation to them are co-ordinated by mathemat-

ical

co-ordinations

drawn

from

constructed internally to the

the objects.

subject

It seems clear that Piaget uses

and
the

not
term

"limit" in a mathematical sense as a fixed value that can be approached

in

ever closer approximations without ever

being

attained.

The

objects are not simply registered in a passive subject but are read by
the

subject within a co-ordinative framework constructed by the

sub-

ject.
While

this

co-ordinative framework - the transformational

systems

constructed by the subject - transforms it does not destroy but wholly
conserves

the

object with its intrinsic properties

as

an

external

reality independent of the subject. In reading the object with the aid
of

this

co-ordinative framework the subject is able,

more and

more

clearly and exhaustively as the framework is better developed, to read
the intrinsic properties of the object. In other words the transforma-
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tions do not leav~ us with only the transformations of our own
ture

of

better

thought

As

struc-

cognitive object but are instruments by which

read the subject-independent object with its inalienable

we
pro-

perties.
Further,
objective

and

thi~

is crucial,

if,

on the one hand, we do not know

reality nparl from the co-ordinative structures of our

own

actions in relation to them, on the other hand, the cognitive objects,
as

structured reality always independent of our knowing

8

which

we

have immediate contact in our knowing,

act as

and

with

decisive

8

control on our constructive activity.
A useful analogy,
reason

to

artefact,

suppose

which may be more than an analogy, since there is
that Piaget saw knowledge as a

special

kind

of

is that of an artisan constructing an artefact out of given

raw materials of which he has no prior knowledge. On the one hand, the
artefact

is not given in the materials but is dependent on

structive activity of the artisan.
intrinsic

On the other hand,

the

con-

the properties

to the given materials both become known to the artisan

by

his

working with them and act as a "limit" to his constructive activ-

ity

which

can be only such as is adapted to the

properties

of

the

materials.
After
ials
all

he has transformed the materials into the artefact the mater-

that have been transformed by his constructive

activity

retain

the intrinsic properties they had prior to the transformation and

the artisan by means of his transformational activity has come to know
t hose p r o pe r ties b e tte r t han h e d i d i n t h e s imp le observ ation of
as

given.

them

He knows the ma teri a ls better not me re ly in the ir new form

b u t in t h e in t rin s ic prop e rtie s they po ssessed pri or t o the t r a n s f ormat ion.

I n addit i on n e w r e l a tiona l p r o p e r ti e s a t tac h t o th e

mate r i a l s

as a result of the artisan's tran sformat i onal activity.
Two

features are ess e ntial t o the Piagetian ac c ount of the relation
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between knowledge and objective reality;

or the isomorphism of cogni-

tive transformation with transformations in reality.
conservation
independent
mations.
these

of

the primitive object with its

of

the

One is the total

intrinsic

subject throughout all the

properties

cognitive

transfor-

The other is the subject's immediate empirical contact

subject-independent

subject's
facilitate

propertied

objects in which

transformational constructions function as

with

contact

the

instruments

to

the reading of the properties of the object and the exper-

ience of those properties in turn acts as a control on the

transform-

ational construction.
Hence Piaget's suggestion, that mystifies Wartofsky, that the transformational structures provide only "possible isomorphic models

among

which

Since

experience

can enable us to choose"

(Piaget,l970c:15).

experience always brings us into contact with a structured reality
objects,
served

independent

of

ourselves and our knowing of them and

in all our cognitive transformations,

this empirical

of
con-

contact

with objective reality can enable us to select transformational structures best adapted to that reality.
It
leaves

must

be granted that Piaget's own exposition

of

his

position

a great deal to be desired for anyone wishing to come to terms

with

it as a coherent,

systematic epistemology.

Nevertheless if

take

the trouble to disentangle the systematic thread that runs

we
with

remarkable consistency through his work it exhibits an internal coherence that refutes most of the charges of incoherence levelled

against

him. His realism is no exception.

2.9 COMMITMENT, WELTANSCHAUUNGEN AND EPISTEMIC FRAMEWORKS
From the discussion to this point it might well appear that Piaget saw
scientific

knowledge

inexorably

by

a

as

simply the ordering

of

universal logic of thought toward

richness and precision.

experience
ever

guided

increasing

And, i ndeed, the main body of his works could
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readily lend themselv e s to such a con c lusion.
There appear to be two related reasons for this.

The first is

that

in endeavouring to develop what he re g arded as a s c ientific epistemo logy

he quite delibe r ately set to one side broader qu e stions of knowl-

edge

that have usually o c cupied the attention of

focus

attention on specifi c questions of detail for which h e saw

possibility
he

epi s temo log ist s

of obtaining scientific answers.

to
the

He did this not because

regarded the broader questions as unimportant but because of

what

he took to be the requirements of a scientific approach.
Secondly,
those

the

related

specific questions on which he chose to

focus

were

to the cognitive me chanisms of the knowing sub j e c t

so

far as these could be regarded as universal processes - questions such
as

the development in the subject's thought of operations

with

associated

the inversion of arithmet i cal operations (addition and

tion,

multiplication and division),

exponential
exampl e s

are

Piaget,l977
works

series,
taken

the construction of additive and

the

relations between parts and

from

research projects reported

and Piaget,l981).

subtrac-

Hence the main body of

a
in
his

whole

(the

detail

in

published

comprise reports and discussions of his research in relation to

these specific questions (Piaget,l970b:ll6-ll8;
Garcia,1983 : 292).
d'Epistemologie

1973b:l7,18; Pi aget &

The continuing res e arch of the Centre international
genetique

proceeds along the same

lines

(see

e.g.

Dionnet,l983 and Wells,l984).
Howe ver,
func t i on

Piaget

always rec o g nised that these cognitive

in a wi der c ontex t,

but a lso with in t he s u bject .
if i cation

not o nly i n the subjec t-objec t re l a ti on
Hi s re s earc h was d i rec t e d to the

of what h e cal l ed »the e pistemic subjec t '' .

s ub jec t'' is the universal e l e ment i n the s ubj ect ;
to

all

sub j ec t s

at

the

mechanisms

s a me

level

of

i d ent-

This »ep i stemic

it i s a co r e commo n

dev elopment

(Piag e t

&

Be th,l966 : 329; Piag et ,l983a:l20) tha t ens ur es the f unctio nal inv ariant
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guaranteeing
the

intersubjective universality in cognition.

Its base

co-ordination of actions and in its cognitive development

is

it

is

the internal logic of thought that leads to deductive necessity.
But,
focus

although

for his research,

simple
from

the functioning of this "epistemic subject" was
Piaget did not suppose that cognition was

matter of the functioning of the "epistemic subject"
the other properties of human subjectivity.

use

of the terminology "epistemic subject",

terms

"individual

misleading.
subjective

the
a

detached

In this respect his

with

the

complementary
to

be

modes

of

functioning such that "epistemic subject" is identical

to

It

subject" and "psychological subject" tends

suggests

"knowing subject".

distinct

and separable concrete

On closer examination it is

~lear

that this is not

at all what Piaget intended. The knowing subject includes the "individual" and "psychological" as well as the "epistemic" subject (Piaget &
Beth,l966:329; Piaget,l970:45-48; 1981:184-188).
By "individual''•

"psychological" and "epistemic" subjects, then, it

seems we are to understand different modes of the subject's
ing
that

function-

that are distinguishable but never separable from one another
the

concrete

activity of the subject involves

an

so

interaction

between them in which each plays a greater or lesser part according to
the

nature

of the activity.

The term "epistemic subject"

indicate that this mode of functioning alone is involved in
activity
decisive,
dominant
subject

but only that it plays an increasingly dominant,
role.

As

the role of the epistemic subject

not

epistemic
and always

becomes

with a corresponding decrease in the role of the
knowledge becomes more objective.

does

more

individual

Yet this is a reducing

of

the role of the individual subject to a minimum rather than abolishing
it

(Piaget,1970:46).

The c oncrete knowing subject,

reducible to the "epistemic subject",
of

then,

is

never

though the increasing dominance

the "epistemic subject" with its universal deductive necessity
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is

the

key to the objectivity and intersubjective universali ty of scien-

tific knowledge.
Concentrating
fun c tioning
only

his

attention on limited questions

related

to

of this ''episte mi c subjec t" Piaget for th e mo s t part made

occ asional r e f e r e nc e s to the other modes of the subjec t's

tioning

the

without a detail e d elaboration of their connection

fun c -

wi th

th e

distinctively epistemic mode.
However, in his later years he began to give more extended attention
to this question. This led him, on his own account of the distinction,
beyond

the bounds of what counts as scientific epi stemology into

the

realm of philos ophy. Perhaps the recognition of this deterred him from
doing

so

earlier

epistemology

but,

on the other hand,

the need to

relate

to the mainstream of epistemological discus~ion

his

appears

to be a compelling reason for h i s doing so in the end.
Although his treatment of the question still remains scanty,
is

enough

said to enable us to form a clear picture of the broad contours of

his

position

subject's

on the relation be tween his "epistemic

subject"

logico-mathematical structuring function with

its

- the
logical

necessity - and the role played by other factors in cognition.
For

Piaget the human subject is more than a

human subje ct,
subject
in
64;

knowing

subject.

as a complete ind i vidual, is a committe d, or i nvolved,

who in this commitment (engagement) constructs his own

relation

The

~o the concrete probl e ms of human life

norms

(Piaget ,l966: 53,

1 972:299). Th e search for s ci ent i fic truth i s of intere st o nly to

a mi norit y o f humans and , e v en fo r that minor ity , i t can neve r exhaus t
the natu re o f man.

The human i s never l o c k e d wi thin t he boundaries of

scien t i f i c k nowledge .
b elieves

a nd

The complete human subjec t l ives ,

arranges i n a h ierarchy a mu ltit ud e o f

doing giv i n g a meani n g to h is

~xi stenc e

v al u es ,

in

by c ho ice s t h at go beyond

f r o n t i ers o f his a v a iable knowl e dge (P i aget,l972 : 281).
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takes sid es ,
so
the

As

a

rational subject he develops a rational co-ordination of

all

the values of human life, including the cognitive values, in which the
subject
whole.
of

takes

up

a rational position with regard to

reality

as

a

This rational co-ordination of values in relation to the whole

reality is the concern of philosophy and is outside the

knowledge

realm

of

as such though it includes the subject's existent knowledge

within the rational co-ordinarion. (Piaget,1972:57,281; 1973b:l3-14).
While it is the object of philosophy this rational co-ordination

is

'

not the exclusive province of philosophy as an academic discipline. It
is

a wisdom that is developed individually by every rational subject.

And, although rational, this wisdom is not intellectualist but engages
the whole person in a unified conception of life.

(Piaget,l972:63,281-

282).
Knowledge,

represented in its most developed form by science,

does

not have overriding normative value for human life. Cognitive activity
is

not

the pinnacle of human achievement but one of

several

higher

level human activities that include moral, aesthetic and faith ("religious

or

subject

humanist") activities which the committed individual
co-ordinates

with cognitive values in a

unified

human

conception

(Piaget,l972:57).
Science

for

Piaget

represents the highest

achievement

of

human

knowledge but it is not, as it is for Monod (1970:203-225) the kingdom
of

human

come.

freedom that transcends the darkness out of which

Human

life is guided by a conception of the world,

we
a

have

Weltan-

schauung, that incorporates the cognitive values of science but is not
determined by them.
The

other

We l tanschauung
to

s i de of this is that science itself is

i n so f a r as it inf luences the na ture of the

be investigated by science.

having

guided

It is at this level that

the character of a systematic Weltanschauung,
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by

this

probl e ms

philosophy,

can be of ser-

vice

to science by identifying problems to be resolved by

investigation.
can

scientific

Philosophy. being restricted to the reflective method,

never resolve any problem but by its reflection on reality

whole

as

a

it provides valuable impetus to science by identifying problems

that might otherwise be neglected. (Piaget,1972:307). Piaget even went
so far as to say that "philosophy is indispensable in training reflective thinking and in posing relevant problems" (Piaget.l970a:l6-17).
But

a Weltanschauung may hinder as well as stimulate the growth

knowledge.
la s t

In developing this theme Piaget introduced,
works (Piaget & Garcia,l983),

published

framework"

(cadre epistemique).

co-authored

with

the

of

in one of his

term

"epistemi c

This work was unusual in that it was

Rolando Garcia.

In earlier works what

Piaget

had

written was published in the same volume together with what others had
written,

with

occasionally a chapter jointly authored,

but in

this

case no attempt is made to distinguish the contribution each made

but

the whole work is presented as a joint effort.
Garcia

tells

framework"

us that the development of the notion

of

"epistemic

was the result of interaction between himself and

Piaget.

He

also tells us that an epistemic framework has directed the

of

scientific development by determining "the type of

asked

course

questions

nature at a certain moment of time" (Garcia,l983:17).

one

Piaget &

Garcia (1983) develop this notion of epistemic framework and bring

it

into connection with the notion of Weltanschauung.
Piaget
tif ic

recognises two sour c es of constraint on the growth o f scien-

knowledge

cognit i ve

that

hav e n oth i ng to d o wi th the

a dequacy

mech a n i sms a v ai l able to the knowi ng s u b jec t

b ut

of

the

c o n s train

the s u bj e c t in the e mp loyme n t of tho se mech anisms . One of the s e i s the
c omplex

of stimuli a nd res trai n ts impo s e d on science by the

me nts of society external to science.
that

concentrate

Th i s creat e s external pressure s

scient ific end eavou r in certain directions
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r equ i r e-

to

the

neglect

of

others.

reciprocal
which

in

complex

At the same time he recognises that there

is

a

influence from science in the shaping of the social values
turn constrain the further

of

development

of

science.

social values he called the "social paradigm"

This

(Piaget

&

Garcia,1983:276,278).
The

other source of constraint,

intersubjective human endeavour,
any

given time,

which is internal to science as an
is the conceptual complex

that,

at

is regarded by the scientific community as constitu\

ting the valid body of scientific concepts. This acts as a restraining
filter excluding any concept that doe s not meet the currently endorsed
conceptual requirements of "scientific".

This conceptual complex

in-

ternal to the scientific community he called the• "epistemic paradigm".
This

epistemic

paradigm is not imposed by any logical necessity

solely by the authority of the scientific community that passes it

but
on

from one generation of scientists to the next as an inherent component
of the accepted knowledge as naturally as language is transmitted from
one generation to the next (Piaget & Garcia,1983:278-280).
As as example of the constraining influence of an epistemic paradigm
on science Piaget cites the case of Newtonian mechanics which for some
thirty
because

years the French scientific community refused to
of

experimental

accept,

any fault found with Newton's mathematics or
refutations

because

but simply because it was not

not
of

"physics"

hence not science - since it did not conform to the currently accepted
concept of physical explanation.
The

eventual acceptance of Newtonian mechanics,

however,

led to a

new epistemic paradigm in which the Newtonian concept of mechanism was
regarded as indispensable to scientific explanation. This new paradigm
decreed

that no theory could be countenanced as scientific unless

embodied this concept of mechanism.
Piaget,

by

its

This new paradigm,

reductionist influence had a
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according

widespread

it
to

distorting

effect on science.
The

soci al paradigm and the epistemic paradigm b e long to an

emic framework rooted in a Weltanschauung or ideology.

epist-

This epis t emic

frame wo rk spe c ifies the limits of the question s that can be ,asked, th e
kind of problems that can be accepted as appropriate. The Greek stati c
conception

of

the

world is cited as an outstanding example

of

retardation of science not primarily because of an inadequate

the

method-

ology but because of the constraint of an epistemic framework imposing
this static conception on the formulation of scientific problems.
The

breakthrough,

centuries,

or

therefore,

methodology.

The

revolution in s c ience o f the 16th
was

not

necessary

and

du e to the development of

a

methodology had existed since

17th
b e tter

the

13th

century. The scientific advance of the 16th and 17th centuries was due
to

an ideological revolution,

led

to

whole
is

the introduction of a new epistemic framework

opening

that
up

new range of questions that had hitherto been unthinkable .

not

alone)

a major shift of Weltanschauung,

the methodological considerations (or at
that

development
framework

least

n eve r

"It
these

cause the advance of science at critical moments of
but rather the modifications undergone by

that

uses

or d i rects this methodology

in

the

a

its

epistemic

an

autonomous

manner" (Piaget & Garcia,l983:71).
This
science

is

all reinforced by contrasting the development

of

Chinese

with ancient Greek science at the zenith of Greek science.

sharply contrasting Weltanschauung in China gave rise to an

A

epistemic

framewo rk s ignificantly different to that of ancient Greek science and
consequent l y
certain

to

r espects

a

contrasting set of scientific

prob l e ms

are more akin t o modern science than those

that
of

in
the

a n cient Greeks ( Piaget & Garcia,l983:280-285 ) .
While the d i stinc tion of "soc ial paradigm", " epistemic paradigm" and
"ep istemic

framework" appears t o be concept ually clear enough it is a
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distinction not always easy to make so sharply in practice,

as Piaget

himself acknowledges (Piaget & Garcia,l983:284-285).
The
of

parallels with Thomas Kuhn,

"paradigm"

obvious

and in the talk of "scientific

(see Kuhn,l962;

this connection,

1970).

saying that,

verge in their major directions,
275-276,187).

both in the use of the terminology
revolutions"

will

be

Piaget himself explicitly recognises
up to a point, the "views of Kuhn conwith our own" (Piaget & Gacia,l983:

However, there is also fundamental di'(ergence such that

it would be misleading to equate Piaget's position with Kuhn's.
In

the first place,

exact

parallels

"paradigm".

in

the Piagetian paradigms do not appear to
Kuhn's notoriously ambivalent use

of

[A usage that Kuhn (1977) did try to clarify in

have

the

term

response

to criticisms.) Piaget suggests that the concept of paradigm as understood by Kuhn relates to sociology of science rather than epistemology
as such.

While he does not see his and Kuhn's positions as opposed he

stresses that they are distinctly different approaches and finds major
deficiencies in Kuhn's approach (Piaget & Garcia, 1983:275-279).
The fundamental divergence that Piaget identifies is that,

while he

agrees with Kuhn - and to a lesser extent with Feyerabend - that there
are discontinuities,
regard

these

internal

to

stability

as
the

or "leaps", in the growth of science he does not

"leaps in the void" but as responding

to

knowing subject which is responsible also

of "normal" science (Piaget

a

logic

for

& Garcia,l983:292-293).

the
This

brings us back to the heart of Piagetian epistemology: the role of the
subject
common

as a structuring subject guided by an internal logic that
to all subjects.

Scientific revolutions,

therefore,

due,

as Kuhn argues,

but

are due to a restructuring of the subject's epistemic

in

is

are not

to the persistent empirical failure of theories

order to remove disequilibrium in the internal logic of

ject's action.
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framework
the

sub-

For all

logy

the readiness to recognise common ground Piagetian epistemo-

retains

a rationalist base that marks it off sharply

"Weltanshauungen
ence.

(For

analyses''

the

of recent Anglo-saxon philosophy of

s c i-

the term "Weltansc hauungen analysis'' and a dis c ussion

some of the main representatives of this approa ch see
192.)

from

of

Suppe,l977:125-

In the final analysis knowledge is the order ing of

experiences

in accordance with the logic internal to a universal, self-authenticating

rationality

universality

and

of

the subject that

the

intersubjective

objectivity of science as knowledge at the

level of development.

This ensures that the mechanisms for

knowl edge are universal,
mitments,

assures

unaffected by social context,

highest
acquiring

personal com-

ideologies or Weltanschauungen. The identification of these

mechanisms

and how they operate has been the major concern of genetic

epistemology.
Knowledge,

in

its inner mechanism of which the subject is

usually

unconscious, is a thoroughly rational activity governed by a universal
inner

logic.

But knowledge is not definitive of human life

and

its

mechanisms do not operate in isolation from the totality of that life.
The definitive role belongs to the human subject as a complete subject
(with
life's
which
This

commitments and beliefs as well as knowledge) who

co-ordinates

experiences in a Weltanschauung that forms the context

within

the universal cognitive mechanisms function at any given

time.

Weltanschauung imposes an epistemic framework,

an approved con-

ceptual grid that specifies what is to pass as valid knowledge of

the

world.
This

epistemic

framewo rk

does n o t alter the

universal

cognitive

mechanisms by which k n owledge is acquired. These constitute an epistemic f unc tionional invariant .

The framework constrains the developme nt

of knowledge by specifiying the kinds . of problems that are to coun t as
scientific problems and the kind s of concepts that are to be
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a c knowl-

edged

as valid scientific concepts.

associated Weltanschauung.
scientific

An epistemic framework,

and its

then, will advance or retard the growth of

knowledge as it widens or narrows the possible

interroga-

tive and conceptual fields within which the universal cognitive mechanisms are allowed to operate.
tions

imposed

produce

On the other hand,

arbitrary

restric-

on these mechanisms by an epistemic framework tend

disturbances,

disequilibriums,

in the

cognitive

to

mechanism

that. sooner or later. force a change in the epistemic framework. When
\

such

a change is sufficiently fundamental we have what we may call

a

revolution in science.
While
are

Piaget is able to agree with Kuhn.

then,

significant in the development of science.

nature

of

these

that "revolutions"

•his analysis

revolutions and their relation to what

"normal" science is quite different.

of

Kuhn

On Kuhn's analysis,

calls

the revolu-

tion

occurs because of the failure of the existing paradigm for

ving

the defined problems (Kuhn.l962:76).

revolution
problems

occurs

because

On Piaget's

of inadequacy in the

sol-

analysis

definition

that the existing epistemic framework allows.

the

the

of

the

For Kuhn

the

revolution is a revolution in the problem-solving tools; for Piaget it
is

a revolution in the definition of the problems to be solved,

not,

at least first of all, in the tools for solving them.
In brief,

the fundamental difference between Piagetian epistemology

and recent Anglo-Saxon discussion in the philosophy of science is that
while the latter analyses the formal conceptual structure of knowledge
(theories,
subject

etc.),

the former analyses the mechanisms of the

by which these conceptual structures are produced.

knowing
A failure

to recognise this will frustrate any effective interaction between the
two.
A
abend

clear
makes

example of the result of such a failure is the use
of Piagetian research to support his
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theory

of

Feyerincom-

mensurability.

Citing

a fragment of the total body of Piagetian

re-

search he uses the results of this research to support the thesis that
''the

development

of perception and thought in the individual

passes

through stages which are mutually in c ommensurable'' and that there

are

families of perception-related concepts between which ''neither logical
nor

p erceptua l connec tions can be established''

229,274).

Yet

(Feyerabend,l975:227-

viewed in terms of the problems to which the Piagetian

research was directed the research ' cited warrants no such conclusion.
Feyerabend
structure
finds

analyses

the

research solely in terms

of the concepts involved.

of

formal

As a result of that analys is

an incommensurability in the results

with,

he

possibility of establishing a connection between them.
part

the

concludes,

he
no

With the first

of this finding a Piagetian might have no special difficulty but

would dissent quite emphatically from the second.
that

the

out

existence of a connection between these diverse results

precisely
found

He would point

what the research has established.

where Feyerabend looks for it,

This connection is

in a comparison of

the

is
not

formal

logical structure of concepts, but in the inner logic of the cognitive
mechanisms operative in the subject.
abend's

On the Piagetian analysis Feyer-

incommensurability based on comparison of formal

structures

cconceptual

dissolves into a fundamental commensurability based on the

inner logic of the subject's actions.
This

appears to be an instance of the effect of what

Pi aget

calls

the "epistemic frame work'', since the difference between the Feyerabendian and Piagetian analys es lies in the nature of the problems addressed.

Feyerabend

misses the point of the research bec ause h e fails to

recognise the central pro blem t o wh ich that research is addressed .

He

does

an

not

criticise

or evaluate the P i agetian probl e m

or

offer

alternative the ory in relation to it. He d isregards it.
The problem to which the Piagetian research is addressed is not
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the

analysis

of conceptual structures employed by the subject,

Feyerabend's
the

concern,

which

is

but the nature of the cognitive mechanisms

of

subject that produce conceptual structures and by which knowledge

advances. This is what Garcia (1983:8) calls "The 'A' of the A,B,C" of
Piagetian epistemology. Viewing the research in terms of the Piagetian
problem, the research, so far from showing incommensurability, shows a
continuity in the cognitive mechanisms.
Even with regard to the conceptual structures the incommensurability
that Feyerabend finds by his formal analysis of the conceptual structures

abstracted from the constructive activity of the subject disapp-

ears when the research is analysed in terms of the Piagetian
In

the constructive activity of the subject the• conceptual

of

one

level is not discarded at the next level

as

problem.
structure

incommensurable

with the new conceptual structure of that level but is transformationally incorporated as a component of the new, more complex structure.
A

clear recognition of the fundamental difference in problem orien-

tation, then, is essential for any fruitful interaction between Piagetian epistemology and philosophical/scientific discussion and research
in

the mainstream of contemporary Anglo-Saxon thought.

each

this

party is bound to view the contributions of the other in one

two ways,
party

Without

either of which will frustrate effective

dialogue.

Either

A will regard the contribution of party 8 as irrelevant,

best peripheral,

or at

because it does not address the problem that party A

takes to be central,

or does so only in a peripheral way;

or party A

will distort the contribution of party B by reading it within his
quite

of

different problem framework,

the example just cited.

own

as Feyerabend does with Piaget in

Only as the difference in problem orientation

is recognised clearly and common ground is found in common
problems can fruitful dialogue develop between the parties.
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underlying

2.10 AN AFFINITY WITH PRAGMATISM?
Certain features of Piagetian epistemology sugge st, at first sight, an
affinity

with the pragmatism of William James.

affinity

is suggested by the interactive character of

In

particular,

this

cognition

and

the transformational charac ter of reality (James ,l914:60-69,201-217).
There

is

no doubt that significant and striking

Further these parallels ind i cate a common tendency,
the main trends in modern epistemology,
towards an open-ended view of knowledge.
look

parallels

exist.

characteristic of

away from cognitive absolutes
Beyond this,

more close ly it is clear that the re is a sharp

however, as we
and

fundame ntal

divergence between the approaches taken by James and Piaget.
The

pragmatism of James leads •way ''from abstraction

creteness"

(James,l914:5l).

epistemology

In

towards

sharp contrast to this in

con-

Piagetian

while knowledge begins in the concrete it develops

only

by abstraction; it is abstraction that is characteristic of cognition.
"All new knowledge supposes an abstraction" (Piaget,l974:81).
Secondly, James makes the usefulness, or worthwhileness, of the ends
the governing principle in cognition.
must
itself

Certainly he insists that there

be agreement with existent reality but this existent reality
reality

agreement

of

as experience directed towards

worthwile

an idea with reality itself embodies the

ends;

principle

is
the
of

successful leading to a worthwhile end as its most fundamental criterion (James,l9 14:55-64,204-216).

In fundamental contrast to this,

the

gove rn i ng princi p le in P iaget i a n e p i stemology i s t h e l ogic i nt e rnal to
t he s ub ject' s cognit ive activi t y ; i t i s the dynami c rat i onali t y o f the
s ubject 's
is

a ctivit y which governs t h a t a ctivity even when t he

not c o nsciou s o f i t.

subject

I t is not the u sef ulness of t he end s bu t

the

rationality of the cognitive process that is defin i tive for Piaget.
Fina lly

the re is a d ec i s ive diver gen c e b etween J ames and Pi a ge t

in

that whereas James' position is clearly irrational i st Piaget ma intains
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a rationalist position.
guiding

There is, for James, no universal rationality

cognition according to any a priori universal governing prin-

ciple.

There

is only the subjective judgment - which in the

end

is

always

an individual judgment - of the usefulness of the products

in

the concrete, factual situation (James,l914:51-64).
Decision
on

the

and choice in the pragmatist sense occurs for Piaget

level of the subjective co-ordination of values (see

1972:281).
In

only

Piaget,

It has no place in cognition.

my earlier study of Piaget (1982:89,90) I concluded that

Piaget

had adopted an irrationalist position. I now regard that conclusion as
mistaken.
alist

My

was

earlier conclusion that Piaget's position is

based on a mistaken conception of the role of

Piagetian epistemology;

irrationhistory

in

a mistake that was made easier because of the

limited categor isa tion of rationalism I was then using.
I

mistakenly

cognition

took Piaget to be giving an

tion

account

of

in which his epistemic subject is submerged in an evolutio-

nistically conceived flux of history.
Piaget

historicist

Given the defin i tive role

that

gives to the epistemic subject such an historicist interpretawould certainly put Piagetian epistemology in the

irrationalist

category.

My further intensive study of Piaget's work,

however,

has

satisfied

me that this historicist interpretation {s a

mistake.

For

Piaget cognition has a history and the study of that history is indispensable

for

an

understanding of the universal

mechanisms

epistemic subj ect but this epistemic subject i s in no sense

of

the

historic-

ally defined (See the discussion above at the end of section 2.6).
I

was led into this mistake, I believe, because of the difficulty in

fitting

Piageti a n epistemology within eit h er of the two catego r ies of

rationalism
required

with

e ither

which I wa s then
an

a

working;

a

categorisation

priori concep tual structure or

an

a

that
priori

rational method as the universal governing principle of cognition in a
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rationalist epistemology. It is clear that Piagetian epistemology fits
neither of these categories.
My

further study of Piaget.

ground to his thought.
categorisation

together with the 8runschvicgian back-

has led me to the conclusion that an

adequate

of modern rationalism requires the addition of a third

category: a type of rationalism that is characterised by a universal a
priori

structuring principle as a dynamic principle inherent

rationality

of

the subject.

in

the

Identifiable neither with a

conceptual

structure nor with a rational method but known only in its

operations

in the cognitive activity of the subject this dynamic principle nevertheless

has all the characteristics of a rational a priori

principle

universally governing the cognition of all rational subjects.
Piaget's

atemporal epistemic subject is clearly just such a univer-

sal a priori governing principle giving his epistemology a rationalist
character

that distinguishes it decisively not only from the

pragma-

tism of James but from every other kind of irrationalism.

2.11 PIAGETIAN EPISTEMOLOGY - AN OVERVIEW
A

rationalist

Either

there

epistemology requires one of two
is

types

of

ontology.

a reality of an inherent rationality to

which

rational order of knowledge in the subject corresponds or the

the

objects

of knowledge are such that they are susceptible to the rational ordering

of the subject.

An ontology of an intransigent irrationality

is

incompatible with any form of rationalism.
Piaget ian

epistemology rests on an ontology that is a synthesis

of

the two types.

There is a rationality inherent in reality in that ob-

jec ts

permanen t

possess

intrinsic properties to

which

significant

elements in the subject 's knowledge correspond. However. this rationality does not exhaust the rational potential of reality. This rational
potential

is

such that the rationality of reality

can

be

indefinitely by the rational ordering of the knowing subject .

enhanced

Since

this means a growing subordination of reality t o the rational

ordering of the subject's thought does it not involve Piaget,

for all

his protests to the contrary. in a form of idealism? Piaget recognised
the

force of this objection and answered it by saying that his

tion

is not idealist since the subject that subordinates

posi-

reality

to

its rational ordering activity is itself an object that forms part

of

reality (Piaget,1970:4S;

1975:28; 1981:181.183; Piaget & Garcia,l983:

473).
In short,
of

Piaget rejects all dualism of body and mind. The activity

thought that subordinates reality to its rational order is

itself

part of that reality since it is nothing but the higher level functioning

of the material organism.

The enhanced rationality that results

from the subordination of reality to thought.
an

then,

is the result of

activity that is generated by that reality and not the
order~

on it of an ideal
Piaget

rejected

trine" of mind.

what Ryle (1949:13-17) called "the

levels

at
of

a

official

He denied that the subject has any privileged

to the working of his own mind.
thinking

imposition

access

The subject alone may know what he is

given time but is customarily,

thought,

even at

the

highest

unaware of how he has come to think what

thinking (Piaget,l970a:3.4;

doc-

he

is

l97lb:l3). No amount of reflection on his

own thought or the combined reflection of a group of subjects on their
collective

thought

can give more than speculative

answers

to

this

question.
Thought is not the activity of an entity called "mind" but is simply
a

higher level development of the activity of the living organism the

functioning
know

of

which we come to know in the same way as we

come

to

anything else about material organisms - pre-eminently by syste-

matic scientific investigation of the organism as object.
It

is

this that makes scientific psychological
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investigations

so

crucial for epistemology. Without them epistemology must remain wholly
speculative.
systemati c

With them we are able to submit theories of knowledge to
empirical

testing

in the same way

as

other

scientific

theories.
While Piage t was a materialist he was not a phys icalist. He strongly
resisted

all

tendency

to reduce material reality to the

object

of

physical science or to regard this as some kind of essence of material
reality.

Although. therefore. he regarded the physical sciences as an

important

model

the

model

could

effective only if the specificity of the problems of

these

be

sciences

for the human sciences he insisted

that

as distinct from those of the physical sciences

is

clearly

recognised (Piaget.l970:36-38). Reductionist tendencies that blur this
distinction are cognitively distorting.
The distinction on which he insists in this respect. however. is not
that between material reality as object of the physical sciences and a
different

mental

or

sciences.

It

a distinction between different aspects of the

material

is

psychological reality as object

reality that is far too rich - its riches are

of

the

human
one

inexhaustible

(Piaget.l970:113.114) - t o be reduced to its physical aspects such

as

are investigated in the physical sciences.
The
ality

inner logic by which the knowing subject increases the
of reality in a subordination of reality to

itself.

rationthen.

is

itself an aspect or dimension of this material reality. Central to the
Piaget i an

ontolog y

is

the li v ing organ i sm in interaction

with

its

env ironmen t. Ep is temol o gic ally thi s t ranslates i n to t h e interac tion of
s u bject a n d o b ject .
bl e

The livi n g o rgan ism. a s " l ivi n g " i s d is t i ngui s hai t,

no t

merely because dependent on it but because the living organism in

its

very

f r om the n on- living e nv ironme n t ye t i s i n separ able fr o m

exi s tenc e i s "dee ply rooted in phys i cal re a l i t y i ts e lf " (Piag e t,

1973b:344- 346).
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In

a significant passage for understanding his underlying

ontology

Piaget (1972:11,12) tells how early in his life through reading

Henri

Bergson's 'L'Evolution creatrice', " ••• in a moment of enthusiasm bordering
Life

on ecstatic joy,

I was seized with the certitude that God

under the form of that 'elan vital' of which my biological

is
int-

erests at the same time afforded me a small sector of study". He never
seems

to have lost that certitude though he soon abandoned the

Berg-

sonian dualism in which Life transcends physical reality.
Although
formative
the

in

other respects Bergson appears to have little

influence in his thought,

major

lasting

life continued for Piaget to

ordering principle of reality,

guided by

its

own

be

inner

logic, but as a wholly immanent principle that is deeply rooted in the
physical reality of which it is the ordering principle.
principle

Life is not a

of freedom transcending logico-mathematical order

but,

in

its interaction with the environment of which it is itself a part,

is

the source of that order .
In spite of the qualifiction of his epistemology as "genetic" Piaget
showed
Indeed,

no

interest

even

genesis.

He

in ultimate ontological

questions

of

genesis.

in his epistemology he had no interest in any

ultimate

held that epistemologically there is no absolute begin-

ning (Piaget,1977:306). His interest was in understanding the existent
relations of organism and environment,
tracing
for

these to their origins.

Historical studies were

in

significant

not for any hope that they will lead u~ back to an

him

origin

subject and object and not

but as a way of elucidating the existent relations of

ultimate
subject

and object.
The qualifi c ation " g ene ti c '' tha t Pi a get applied to his e pist e molog y,
therefore,

implies that knowledge is seen as a continuing genesis,

constructive
objects.

activ{ty

of

the knowing subject

in

interaction

a

with

We can understand knowledge only as we under sta nd the nature

I C}2

of this continuing genesis.
is

to

It decidedly doe s not mean that cognition

be und e rstood in term s of its histori ca l

studies

are

valued not be c ause they take us ba c k

genesis.
to

an

Hi stori c al
histor ic al

origin but because they contribute to the und er standing of the continuing genesis as a n e ve r-ending interac tive spiral.
Knowledge,
onment

in Piagetian epistemo logy, is the conquest of the envir-

by the organism,

internal

the subordination of the environment to

logic of the organism,

the

but only on condition that the orga-

nism in turn submit to the exigencies of the environment in its subordination of that environment to its own ord e ring logic. If it fails to
ac c ommodate its log ic to the se exigencies it will be frustrated in its
attempt to subordinate the environment to itself.
This ordering logic is characteristic of all living organisms and is
not,

in itself,

property

of

peculiar to the human subject.

It is a

fundamental

life itself ensuring that the action of the organism

is

always purposive, or rather teleonomic, action.
This
to

view of organic action as always teleonomic action led

Piaget

take issue with neodarwinian evolutionary theory for its excessive

reliance on chance factors (P i aget,1976).
complex

theory

He proposed in its place

of his own which endeavours to rescue something

a

from

the wreckage of Lamarckianism without attempting to rehabilitate Lamarckianism as such. In this Piagetian theory of evolution the action of
the

organism

c onsciou s

as teleonomic action - directed toward an end

purpose

but

by the inner law of the

organism

not

- plays

by
a

decisive r o le in its own evolut ion.
The

human organi sm is distinguished from other o r ganic

its powers over the environment
function that,

forms,

imme asurably enlarged by the

by the internal conceptua li sation of a c tions,

and

semio t ic
enab les

the knowi ng subject to d evelop its native logic into symbolic systems.
These

symbolic systems,

rooted in the inner logic of the subject and
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developed in interaction with the environment provide the subj e ct with
powerful

instruments for transforming reality (the

environment)

far

beyond what could be achieved in their absence.
Knowledge is thus an important extension in the human subject of the
power that belongs to every living organism to organise and modify the
environment

to

its own advantage,

though always with regard to

the

exigencies imposed by the environment.
Cognition is,

therefore,

neither a mere registering and processing

of information about experiential reality nor the organising of experience

in

accordance

with an a priori

structure

of

the

subject's

thought but is an enriching transformation of empirical reality by the
subject, such that the objects of reality never iose their own intrinsic

properties

cognitive
but

that are and remain independent of all the

transformations.

subject's

Cognition makes reality more than it

without destroying anything of what it was before;

was

it is a

con-

structive enrichment of empirical reality not its revolutionary

over-

throw .
This

leads

to the never ending spiral of cognition.

In

empirical

cognition the subject aims at and attains knowledge of the objects

of

material reality by placing those objects wi thin a framework generat e d
from

the co-ordination of the subj ec t's own actions.

But this cogni-

tive activity results not only in knowledge of the objects; it results
also in the objects becoming more complex requiring a fresh
c onque st

if

the y are to b e known by t he subjec t in their

cognitive
n e wly

ac -

quired complexity.
Hence empirical knowl e dge l e ads to ever better knowl e dge o f e mp i rical

reality but al s o to a n eve r inc r eas ing compl e xity o f that r e ality.

Wh i l e
the

it is i n c r e asin g ly bett e r known i t can n e v e r be f ully k nown
subjec t sinc e the b e tter it is kno wn the more there is

Pa rallel

with th i s inc r easi n g c o mpl e xity of r eality is a n
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to

by

know.

inc rea sing

complexity and refinement of the logico-mathematical cognitive instruments

developed

knowl e dge

by the subjec t for the conquest

of

reality.

exhibits an ever incre asing complexity both in its

Henc e
subjec-

tive instruments and in its empirical conquest.
The r e

are two sides to this cognitive transformation of

discussed

in detail by Piaget in two of his last works

One

is the generation of possibilities.

perceived

reality

(1981; 1983).

In primitive perception

reality is the only possibility.

As the subject

the

interacts

with the objects of this reality the inner logic of the subject generat e s

mu lt i ple pos sib i lities some of which,

by the further ac tion

of

the subject, enrich reality as actualised possibilities.
The other side to this cognitive transformation is the co-ordination
of the diverse particulars of empirical reality by deductive

necessi-

ties - not inductive generalisations. In the most primitive perception
what is is what necessarily is,
ity

multiplies

this

but as the subject's cognitive activ-

possibilities from the logic of the subject's

pseudo-ne cessity

gives way to the deductive

necessity

action
of

the

logic of the subject's actions.
Although this leads to the organisation of reality in closed log i cal
systems

it does not close off the growth of knowledge since the inte-

gration

of

generates

reality

within a closed system

of

deductive

necessity

new possibilities that in turn require co-ordination by

expansion of the sys t em of d e ductive necessity.

an

The relations b e tween

poss i b i li t y and n e c e s sity are comp lex but the n e t e f fec t of the intera ct i on

b e twe e n

them and b e tween them and real i ty i s

t he

continuo u s

growth o f k nowledge with a cor responding increase in t he complexi ty of
e mp ir i cal rea l i t y .
While knowledge is thu s a conquest of real i ty by the subject,
a c te ris ed

by t h e g r o wing au tonomy of the s u bject,

it is

a

char-

conque s t

that c a n b e a c h ieved o n l y a s the r e is i nter a c t i on with, a nd n o t merel y
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an

acting

subject.

reality as a propertied existent independent

on,

of

the

For this reason experimental verification has a crucial role

in Piagetian epistemology.
Piagetian

''verification" is not to be confused with the

"verifica-

tionism" that is so decisively rejected by Popper. Working against the
background

of

"verification" in

an empiricist tradition,

terminology refers to procedures that establish,
decisively,

the

truth

inductive logic.
different

or

Popperian

or at least

probability of theories on the

confirm
basis

of

What Piaget intends by "verification" is an entirely

procedure more akin to,

though also quite different

from,

Popper's "corroboration" or deductive testing of theories (see Popper,
1980:32-34,387-419;

1983:217-277) .

rests on deductive logic,

It

is "more akin to" in that

without dependence on inductive logic,

it
but

it is different in the nature of the deductive testing employed.
"Verification" in Piagetian epistemology is the employment of systematic

controls

1966:62).

such as to secure intersubjective agreement

These controls are of two kinds,

experimental
consistent

or factual.

logical or normative

and

Logical controls test for logical coherence

with the deductive logic of the subject's actions that

ultimately formalised in logical systems.
that

(Piaget,

is

They are deductive controls

do not in any sense rely on inductive l ogic

(Piaget,1970:41-43,

89-91; 1972:v,21-22).
Experimental
intersubjective
matical

or factual controls test f or the existence of facts
experiences of reality - that fit

structure

supplied

the

by the subject ' s thought.

logico-matheThey

establish or confirm the truth or probability of a theory.
blish the factual content of a the ory;
as obs e rve d f i t
since

the theory.

do

not

The y e sta-

they establish that the

facts

This e xperime ntal veri f ication is c ruc i a l

without the fa c tual content it supplies we would not have empi-

ri c al knowledge but only an empty form.
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An under s tanding of expe rimental verificatjon i n Pi agetian
ology

provides

get's

notion

ational

consists
exists

the final answer to Wartofsky's diffi c ulty with
of th e testing for isomo rphism betwee n

structure s

struct u re s

of
in

epist e m-

const r u c t e d by the subject

reality d i s c us sed abo v e (section
experimental

verification to

the

and

Pia-

transform-

transformati o nal

2.8).

The

determine

factual content adapted to a transformational

testing

whether

there

structure

con-

structed by the subject.
Experime ntal

v e rification

verificationist

categ ory

thus

than

no more put s

Piaget

does his logical

in

Popper's

verification

s i nc e

experimental verification no more depends on inductive logic than does
logical verification.

The facts of experimental verification are

co-

ordinated by the deductive logic internal to the subject, a logic that
co-ordinates the subject's reading of the facts from reality 0 they are
not in any sense the basis for an inductive logic that unites initially discrete data registered in the subject in sensory perception.
While experimental observations do not establish the truth or probability

of

a theory,

refute

theories.

but furnish factual content,

neither

do

The history of science shows the persistent

they
resis-

tance of theories to experimental refutation (Garcia,l983:ll-14). This
is not unexpected since, according to Piagetian epistemology, observations

are

mathema ti cal

made and theori es are constructed within the same
frame work

subject's a c t ions .

that ori g inates in the co-ordination

Theories are over thrown ,

then ,

logicoof

n o t bec a u se

the
they

hav e been empirically r efut e d b ut becau se o f a change in t h e subjec t's
epi st e mic f r a mework wi t hin which they a re construc t ed.
Th is

is no t t o say that observations p l ay no p art i n theory change .

By confronting the subject with a s pec ts o f r e al i t y tha t are not

as s i-

milable to the subj ec t' s exi sting st ruc ture o f thought they may s e t u p
a d is t urbanc e , a d isequi l i b rium, wi th i n that structure tha t

if it per -

sists

requires the internal reconstruction of the subject's structure

of thought in order to restore equilibrium.

Experimental observations

can thus force changes in the structure of empirical knowledge but
provoking

by

changes in the logical structures of the subject's thought,

the epistemic framework, and not by the empirical refutation of theories.
While Piagetian epistemology makes scientific knowledge the
mentality

par

excellence for the human conquest of

(reality) it does not attempt,

environment

after the fashion of Monod (1970),

subordinate all of life to scientific knowledge.
always

the

instru-

to

The human subject is

more than a knowing subject and life is always more than know-

ledge. Knowledge, including scientific knowledge at the highest level,
requires co-ordination with other higher level activities
of the human organism - moral,

distinctive

aesthetic, faith activities, etc. - in

a rational position adopted by the subject in relation to reality as a
whole.
"Rational"
deductive
there

in

logic

this connection does not imply subordination to
that characterises knowledge nor does it imply

is a general agreement of rational subjects such

as

the
that

knowledge

requires.

It implies no more than that it is a reasoned position, one

on

the

which

subject reflects rationally,

and not a

practical

or

affective position adopted without reflection (Piaget,l972 : 57).
While

this co-ordination is not determined by the current state

of

knowledge but by the human subject as committed, deciding subject, the
need to incorporate within it the current cognitive values does influence the shape of the r esultant view of r ea lity as a
c ally,

whole.

Recipro-

the Weltans c hauung that e merges f rom this co-ordination influ-

ences the ongoing development of knowledge by the kind of questions it
authorises the kno wing subjec t to formulate.
r ealit y

Yet the t win pressure of

external to the sub ject and the logi c internal to the subject
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that

is roo t ed ultimatel y in that same reality,

ensures that

know-

ledge

is n e ver ind e finitely confined within arbitrary boundaries

im-

posed by a Weltanschauung.
Althoug h

knowl e dge is an ev e r-expanding activity which,

pl e ,

can enc ompas s the whole of reality,

do es

not

by the committed human subject.

element

since

the increasing complexity of reality

values

speculative
be

wholly

that

results

i nc rease in knowledge means that the knowing subjec t never

the limits of reality expand.
overtaken

ord i nation
the

by

rea-

the more knowledge expands the more

che s t h e out e r limi t s of reality;

is

It reduces the

of

in that co-ordination and yet even this can never

eliminated
from

this expansion of knowl e dge

dimi nish the role of the rational co-ord i nation

ef f ected

in princi-

But even to the ex t ent that speculation

cognitive certitude the need for the

of values transcending knowledge is not

rational

diminished

cosince

fulness of human life requires the co-ordination of the cognitive

with the other higher level human act i vities without the subordination
of one to the othe r.
With

regard

cerned,

to the basic problems with which this

Piagetian

cognition

epistemology

assigns

study

the key formative

to the knowing subject directed by a universal

is
role

in

struc turing

logic internal to the subject in interact i on with an external,
tured reality that is both independent of the subject and

con-

struc-

constitutes

the sub-stratum in which the subject i tself is rooted.
The

i ntersubj ec tive

i nt e r subjec t ive

univ e rsality

of knowl e dge i s fo unded

uni v e r sa l i ty o f t he st r u ctur ing log i c o f t h e

in its interaction wi t h a c o mmon s t r uctured rea l i t y .

sub j ect
b e tween

clai ms

a

co-

o rd inated

double testi n g proc edure u si n g i n ters ub jec t ive logical

and

controls

t h e experi e ntia l universe is tes t ed by

the

knowledge

e xperi me n t al

and

The fi t

in

to test res pec t i v e ly

f orm and ma t c h i n g fa c tua l content .
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fo r

l o gico-mathematica l

Although Piaget clearly takes his beginning in Brunschvicgian intellectualism,
of

his introduction of empirical controls at the foundations

knowledge

abandoning
ence,

it for empiricism.

intellectualism

yet

been a major factor in Piaget's concern for a

base.

It

without

His strong interest in biological sci-

that first stimulated his epistemological interest,

have

the

decisively modifies that

appears to

strong

empiri c al

is difficult for a scientist with Piaget's high regard

for

physical sciences to adopt an epistemological position that lacks

such a base (see the important discussion in Piaget,l973b:311-316).
This modification of the Brunschvicgian intellectualism sets

Piage-

tian epistemology apart from both mentalist intellectualism and empiricism.

If

we attempt to interpret it within the mentalist intellect-

ualism/empiricism
modern

polarity

that has characterised the main

body

of

it

in

epist e mological development we will inev i tably distort

one way or another.
The
tion

kind of intellectualism that Piaget developed in his
of the Brunschvicgian base is,

abstractive

intellectualism

I suggest,

modifi c a-

best described as an

that has important affinities

with

abstractive intellectualism earlier identified in Aristotle.
these

the

Some

of

affinities have been dis c ussed in deta i l alr eady in section 2.3

above.
This does not mean, of course , that Piagetian epistemology is simply
a revived Aristotelianism.
d e rn

Piagetian epistemolog y i s a dec isively mo-

e p i st e mo l ogy framed wi th i n a 20th centu r y frame wor k of

thought.

It is, however, a type of epistemology that, allowing for the significant

d i fferenc e s that differ e nt h is tori ca l c onte xt s have ma d e in

shap i ng

of the ep i st e mol ogies ,

sho ws strong aff in i ti es wi th t h e

t he
ab-

strac t i v e i nt el l ec tua l ism o f Ar i s t otl e .
The

s ea rch

ne ve r t h e l e s s

for

a n e pi s t e molog y with a firm

ba se

that

i s not e mpi ri cis t l e d Piag e t to pos tul a t e tha t the

kno-
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e mpir ica l

wing

subject

acquires empirical data by a process of

what

he called "empirical abstraction".

abstraction

On this view the acquisition

of

empirical data is not a matter of the direct sensory

of

data

but

abstract
tive

r e quires the active intervention of

the

registration
intellect

the data from the total field of sensory experience.

data is not sense data but data intellectively

Cog ni-

abstracted

sensory

experience.

pendent

material reality is known are not sense-data

to

from

The cognitive objects by which the subject-indebut

abstracted

intelligibles. There are significant differences between Aristotle and
Piaget,
they

of course,

in the way this abstractive process operates, but

are agreed in claiming the intervention of such a process in the

acquisition of empirical data by the subject.
Dan (1971:40) has recognised the parallel with Aristotle in Piaget's
empirical
appear

abstraction

as did Piaget himself

(Piaget,1973b:9).

to have missed the no less clear parallel between the

mathematical structuring activity of the subject - Piaget 1 s
subject - and Aristotle's active intellect,

Both

logicoepistemic

particularly as expounded

in Aristotle's De Anima (1928:430).
For

intellect (vous),

Aristotle,
)

( £ V~pytL.d,).

activity
principle

that

intersubjective
Aristotelian

gives

immortal and eternal,

is

form to an amorphous matter

universality of knowing subjects.

eternal,

epis t em i c subject ,
logic

which in its essential nature is
the

co-ordinating

and

assures

Parallel

to

the
this

active intellect Piaget proposes the atemporal

the act ivity of the subject directed by

inherent in the subject,

that,

universal

by its logico-mathematical co-

ordinat i ve structures gives form to undifferentiated empir i c al reality
(Pi aget, l970:45,46; 1981:187,188).
Once

agai n,

Aristotle,
" activity ",

not
but

there are,
least
the

of course,

differences between Piaget and

of which is their contrasting

conc eptions

parallels in the role assi g ned to
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a

of

universal

atemporal intellectual activity are none the less striking.
tant

difference

between

Piaget and Aristotle

is

the

An impor-

mathematical

character of the governing principle of the intellect in Piaget.
modifies

the

Aristotelian affinities in a platonizing way

historical parallels in Xenocrates and Speusippus.

This

that

has

See the discussion

by Merlan (1975:34-58).
One

further comparison that should be noted concerns the determined

effort of Piaget to avoid ontological dualism.
his

epistemology

The basic structure of

built as it is around interaction

of

subject

and

object, form and content, logico-mathematical structures and empirical
reality is loaded with dualities that,
ing unifying principle,

in the absence of a transcend-

implies an ontological dualism. The threat of

dualism is increased when we recognise that these dualities arise from
two

distinct sources.

ject

as

One side of the dualities arises from the sub-

living organism while the other side

arises

from

physical

reality.
Piaget
unity

attempts

to escape the resultant dualism by

postulating

of life and physical reality in the living organism;

organism

embodies

life

it has its roots

in

the

a

while the

physical-chemical

world. Physical reality is not only the world external to the subject;
the living subject is part of this physical reality and as such is
object

of its own knowing.

an

The roots of the subject's thought in the

subject's physical-chemical structure, which is identical to the physical-chemical structure
ensures

of physical reality external to the

subject,

agreement between the mathematical structures constructed

by

the subject and physical reality. (Piaget, 1973b:327-346; 1983:173).
This is well and good. That the living organism, including the human
subject, itself has a physi ca l-che mical structure that shows a continuity

with

the

material world to be known external to itself

important insight.
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is

an

However,
original

this

still

leaves unanswered the question:

unifying principle that secures the unity of

What is
the

the

organism?

Since Piaget regarded Life as God it would be natural to conclude that
Life

is the original unifying principle,

from

physical reality.

but Life itself

originates

How can it be the original unifying principle

of that whi c h engenders it?
Is it then physical reality that is the original unifying
engendering
might

Life

as the instrument of its

own

principle

self-conquest?

That

suffice except that it would require a physicalist reductionism

such as Piaget vigorously opposed.

Life would be reduced to a proper-

ty of physical reality.
Perhaps then we can find in logic the necessary unifying
a

principle,

choice that is tempting because of the unifying role logic plays in

cognition.
ciple

we

abjured

But if we were to take this as the original unifying prinappear to be faced with a logical reductionism

all forms of reductionism.

Besides,

and

we must then

Piaget

lose

the

autonomy of those other higher level human activities - moral, aesthetic,

fiduciary - subordinating them to the logic of cognition whereas

Piaget

clearly

activities

maintained the parity of these various

higher

level

in a rational co-ordination that is achieved by the

human

subject that, in its complete subjectivity, transcends them all.
With

this

we

seem to have exhausted the candidates for

a

single

ontological unifying principle. It appears, then, that Piager deceived
himself

if he thought he had escaped ontological dualism by

postula-

ting the solidarity of Life and physical reality.
No

doubt

preoccupat i on

with

epistemologi c al problems so that ontological questions were only

c on-

sidered

this was made easier by his lifetime

periphera lly to the epistemological problems.

Epistemologic-

ally the logic of Life provided a powe r f ul and comprehensive
principle

such that,

unifying

while the attention is focussed on the epistem-
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ological questions, with ontological questions peripheral to these, it
is

easy

to sustain the illusion that the

epistemological

unity

is

paralleled by an ontological unity.
As
of

we shift our attention to a more concentrated critical
the ontological questions,

dualities

that

however,

scrutiny

it becomes apparent that the

play such a decisive role in

Piagetian

epistemology

create an unresolved tension in the underlying ontology, a tension for
which there is no apparent solution other than an ontological dualism.
As
also

noted in my earlier study of Piaget (1982:80)

his

anthropology

exhibits a dualism consisting of a temporal individual

bound

to

the here and now,

subject,

and an atemporal epistemic subject

that

transcends the here and now.
The later recognition (Piaget,l981:188) of a "psychological" subject
distinct

from

both "individual" and "epistemic''

appear to affect this dualism.

subjects

does

not

The "psychological" subject, as object

of psychological studies, like the individual subject is "temporal and
causal"

representing those properties of the temporal subject

to all individuals;

II

common

psychology is not merely the science of the

individual, but of man in general and more especially of the <subject>
to the extent that it is universal." (Piaget,l966-7:15).
"Individual" and "psychological" subjects, then, represent the individual

and universal properties of human temporality;

subject"

is atemporal.

The anthropological dualism of

the "epistemic
temporal

and

our final evaluation of the contribution of J ean Piaget

one

atemporal remains.

2.12 CONCLUSION
Whatever

thing is certain:
gical

He ha s present ed us with a fu ll-fl edged epistemolo-

alternative that deserves to be taken seriously by all who

a re

seriously interested in con t empo rary e pistemologica l dis c ussion.
This epist e mology inherits from Brunsc hvi cg a form of rati ona lism in
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which the a priori governing principle consists neither in the content
of an a priori conceptual structure nor in an a priori method but in a
dynamic

ordering

prin c iple

internal to the

subjec t's

activity;

a

dynamic ordering principle that, in Piaget as well as Brunsc hvicg, has
a mathematical - or as Piaget would say "logico-mathe matical"

- char-

acter.
Piaget 1 s

dissatisfaction with the idealism of Brunschvicg- a

satisfaction

that appears to be,

in part at least,

due to

dis-

Piaget's

biological interests and training - l e d him to develop his rationalism
in

terms

of

interaction

an abstrac tive intellec tualism

wi th

a

constructivist

between knowing subject and empirical objects external to

the subject.
It is common among contemporary Piagetians to regard
as

constructivism

the most fundamental feature of Piaget's epistemology.

This is

view for which support can be found from Piaget himself (e.g.
1981:5)

and undoubtedly

a

Piaget,

a f o rm of constructivism is a key feature of

Piagetian epistemology.
Nevertheless

an analysis of his epistemology leads me to

clusion that,
cribed

as

as an epistemological type,

an

structivism

the

undoubted

this abstractive intellectualism.

stractive intellectualism Piagetian epistemology has close
with

Ar i stotle;

its

con-

it is more accuratel y des-

abstractive intellectualism with

qualifying

the

development of this in terms of

As an

conab-

affinities

constructivist

i n t e r ac tion, as we ll a s in t h e mat h e mat ica l charact er o f i ts gov e rn i n g
princ i p le, modifies t hese b a s i c Arist o te li an affinities .
F i n a lly ,

Piagetian e p is t emolo gy i s d eveloped within a d ua l ist ont o -

log ica l

and a n thropolog i c al fr a me work in wh ich an a t t emp t is mad e

to

isolate

the

of

knowing activity of the subject from other

features

sub jectivity .
It

is c lear that Piaget

~as

done a lot more tha n present a d e velop-
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mental psychology masquerading as epistemology.

He presents us with a

systematic epistemology as creatively rich and suggestive as a n y

that

has been developed in this century. Contemporary philosophical epistemology will remain seriously impoverished while ever Piagetian epistemology

remains relegated to the fringes of epistemolog i cal discussion

noticed only in the fragmentary,

ad hoc references that

the

if at all,

treatment

Piaget receives,

Anglo-Saxon world.
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characterise

by philosophers

in

the

